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ABSTRACT
The Guinea Plateau is a shallow-marine, flat-lying bathymetric province situated
along the equatorial West African margin, offshore Republic of Guinea. The Guinea
Plateau and the conjugate Demerara Plateau hold particular geologic significance, as they
represent the final point of separation between the African and South American
continents during Gondwana break-up. Recent interpretation of both 2-D and 3-D seismic
surveys along the Guinean margin have illuminated subsurface features related to Early
Cretaceous crustal extension. Seismic structural investigations on these datasets suggest
that the majority of extension is accommodated along large-scale listric normal faults
located on a relatively narrow (< 50 km) continental slope (up to ~39% extension).
Minimal faulting reveals that little upper-crustal extension has occurred on the Guinea
Plateau. Additionally, multiple 2-D seismic profiles image the transition from continental
crust on the plateau and slope, to oceanic crust in the deeper marine basin. This
continent-ocean boundary is the most representative boundary when testing the accuracy
of plate reconstructions. Mapping of both the continent-ocean boundary and fracture
zones across the equatorial Atlantic suggests that the Demerara Plateau and the South
American plate are too far south in previous pre-rift reconstructions. A revised model
introduces 20 km of Early Cretaceous NNW-oriented contraction across the Amazon
Basin; an area of relative weakness where both geologic and geophysical data support
such accommodation. Sea-surface flow models, which used this revised reconstruction
and interpreted paleo-bathymetric data, predict upwelling throughout the newly formed
equatorial seaway, and later along the West African margin during periods of regional
organic-rich black shale deposition. With reduced decomposition of organic matter
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strongly correlated to upwelling, being able to predict these zones is of particular
significance to petroleum companies, who have recently started exploring both the
equatorial South American and West African coastlines.
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INTRODUCTION
The conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus, situated within the equatorial
Atlantic, represent the final point of separation between the once-connected African and
South American continents (Figure 1). Progressive rifting between Africa and South
America (Gondwana supercontinent) occurred throughout the Early Cretaceous, being in
the present-day southernmost South Atlantic (~130 Ma) (Moulin et al., 2010), before
concluding in the equatorial Atlantic, with final separation at the conjugate margins
(~110 Ma). Despite the area being of high tectonic significance, relatively limited
amounts of geophysical data has been published on the Guinea or Demerara Plateaus.
Newly available high-resolution seismic surveys (Figure 2), in addition to regional
gravity and magnetic datasets are provided by Hyperdynamics Corporation. These
geophysical datasets enable us to better understand the structural and stratigraphic
framework of the Guinean margin and provide insight into the pre-rift reconstruction of
African and South American plates and to the sea-surface flow evolution of the equatorial
seaway.
Prior to our research, only a limited number of published 2-D seismic profiles
have imaged the Guinean margin (Jones and Mgbatogu, 1982; Mascle et al., 1986;
Benkhelil et al., 1995). Using data from four seismic profiles Mascle et al. (1986)
interpret multiple extensional, Early Cretaceous faults on the southern Guinean margin
and relate these faults to equatorial Atlantic rifting. However, with the ability to only
image shallow high-amplitude reflectors, publications fail to provide a complete
understanding of the margin rift structure and stratigraphy. Consequently, no geophysical
data were available to determine the amount of displacement on these interpreted faults
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or to the depths that they extend. Additionally, it has proven challenging to locate
important crustal boundaries along the margin, including the continent-ocean boundary.
This has limited the accuracy of prior plate-reconstructions in the equatorial Atlantic by
forcing researchers to use the shelf-edge for the boundaries of their plate model (Bullard
et al., 1965; Rabinowitz and LaBrecque, 1979; Nürnburg and Müller, 1991; Moulin et
al., 2010). Furthermore, with no magnetic reversals due to the Cretaceous Normal Period
(120 – 83 Ma) a wide discrepancy in interpreted ages of earliest oceanic crust does not
allow for accurate timing of prior reconstructions (Müller et al., 2008). With relatively
little spatial or temporal data compared to margins along the North or South Atlantic, we
lack understanding towards the structural and bathymetric development of the MidCretaceous equatorial seaway.
Several major issues relating to the pre-rift reconstruction and separation of the
conjugate plateaus in the equatorial Atlantic are addressed in this dissertation. Crucially,
what is the upper-crustal structure of the Guinean margin? How much extension has been
accommodated during Cretaceous rifting? What was the pre-rift configuration of the
Guinea and Demerara Plateaus? What was the timing of rift initialisation and oldest
oceanic crust? When did a through-going ridge-transform-ridge system develop in the
equatorial seaway?
In relation to the evolution of the equatorial seaway, key questions include, how
did sea-surface flows develop, having been forced by persistent equatorial easterlies?
How strongly do these paleo- sea-surface flows, and subsequent upwelling zones
correlate to the deposition of economically important, organic-rich sedimentary rocks on
the equatorial margins?
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This dissertation and attached appendices address all of these questions through
further understanding of Early Cretaceous rifting within the equatorial Atlantic. We
introduce the appendices by first providing a brief discussion to the geologic and tectonic
setting and by covering some of the present-day problems with paleo-reconstructions, and
the structural framework of both the conjugate margins and the Mid-Cretaceous seaway.
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Figure 1: 110 Ma (Early Albian) pre-rift fit of the equatorial Atlantic based on the plate
reconstruction by Edge and Johnson (2013). Black lines represent inferred micro-plates
within the continents, which accommodate intra-plate deformation. Dashed white lines
approximate the extent of oceanic crust. Outlines for the conjugate Guinea and Demerara
Plateaus shown. Dashed box highlights the regional extent of oceanic flow modeling and,
broadly, to the scope of conducted research.
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Figure 2: Map of the Guinean margin with both 2-D (blue lines) and 3-D seismic lines
(black boxes). Dashed black box is Survey C, a 3-D seismic dataset with currently limited
interpretation. The blue 2-D lines extend across the Guinea Plateau (outline marked with
dashed black line) and into the deeper marine basin, where some lines intersect
interpreted fracture zones (solid black lines) in the oceanic crust. White circle shows the
location of the GU-2B-1 well. Annotations show the three main sub-divisions of the
Guinea Plateau (the Northern and Southern Guinean margins, and the 140-km-wide E-W
margin).
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GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Guinea Plateau is an extensive marginal platform that formed during the
Mesozoic, which protrudes up to ~300 km into the equatorial Atlantic (Figure 2). This
prominent bathymetric province is located offshore Guinea along the West African
coastline. The plateau is formed of gently dipping, continentally derived sedimentary
rocks, and at a lithospheric scale, comprised of stretched, 20-km-thick continental crust
(Davison, 2005). This area not only represents the final point of separation between the
African and South American continents during Cretaceous rifting, but also the
southernmost extent of Jurassic North Atlantic rifting throughout the progressive breakup of Pangaea (Nürnburg and Müller, 1991; Eagles, 2007, Müller et al., 2008; Moulin et
al., 2010).
Separation of the Gondwana continent and opening of the South and equatorial
Atlantic occurred throughout the Early Cretaceous. Rifting started in the southernmost
South Atlantic before progressing northwards through the Austral and Central segments
(Moulin et al., 2010). Moulin et al. (2010) interprets ~130 Ma oceanic crust in the
southernmost South Atlantic, with younger ~125 – 118 Ma oceanic crust interpreted
along the Central segment (Eagles, 2007). At the Aptian – Albian boundary (~112 Ma)
the conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus in the equatorial Atlantic are still connected
(Eagles, 2007). Rifting of the conjugate margins occurred through the Albian, but with no
magnetic reversals to infer oceanic ages, confusion remains over specific timing of
separation (Müller et al., 2008). Throughout the Late Cretaceous, Paleogene and
Neogene, after the development of a fully connected equatorial seaway, passive margins
developed on the Guinea and Demerara Plateaus. Through thermal subsidence, kilometer-
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thick post-rift sedimentary rocks were accommodated. Consequently, syn-rift structures
that were buried by post-rift accommodation can only be imaged using geophysical
techniques.
Prior to the collection of recent geophysical datasets, little sedimentological
information from the Guinea Plateau was available. Furthermore, only one well has been
drilled on the plateau (GU-2B-1). This well was drilled to a depth of 3,353 m and
encounters Barremian (Early Cretaceous, ~130 Ma) sedimentary rocks as the oldest units
(Figure 3). Consequently, we lack any sedimentological data older than the Early
Cretaceous on the Guinea Plateau. We look onshore and along the West African margin
for geologic context pertaining to the Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic eons.
The oldest rocks exposed within the West African continent belong to the PreCambrian West African Craton (Villeneuve, 1993). This craton outcrops over a large
2,500,000 km2 area and is comprised of highly metamorphosed, granitic rock, acting
rhelogically as a stable basement across much of West Africa (Black et al., 1979;
Villeneuve and Cornée, 1994). Overlying the basement along the Guinean coastline is the
Bové Basin. Using 2-D seismic reflection profiles, Villeneuve et al. (1993) interpret that
sedimentary rocks from the onshore, ~50,000 km2 Bové Basin (Republic of Guinea)
extend offshore across the Guinea Plateau. These continentally derived, clastic
sedimentary rocks are interpreted to be Lower Paleozoic (Cambrian – Devonian) and
represent the earliest pre-rift sequences imaged on the plateau. These Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks thicken offshore to > 5 km (Villeneuve et al., 1993).
The Mesozoic eon across the West African margin was dominated by North,
South and equatorial Atlantic rifting. With Jurassic North Atlantic rifting extending as far
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south as the Guinean margin (Mascle et al., 1986), mechanical rifting and subsequent
thermal subsidence is interpreted on the northern segment of the Guinea Plateau (Figure
2). Resultant accommodation space facilitated deposition of thick, wedge-shaped Jurassic
– Early Cretaceous platform carbonates that are present across the whole plateau, but
thicken towards the northwest where there is greatest accommodation (Davison, 2005).
Stratigraphically higher Barremian – Aptian (Early Cretaceous, 130 – 112 Ma) sequences
encountered in the GU-2B-1 well are comprised predominantly of inferred volcanic
material and resultant contact metamorphism (Figure 3).
At the top of the metamorphosed sequence in the GU-2B-1 well, the Aptian –
Albian boundary (112 Ma) marks the onset of equatorial Atlantic rifting (Moulin et al.,
2010). With only thin syn-rift (Albian, 112 – 98 Ma) deposits on the Guinea Plateau, we
examine sedimentary rocks further south along the Gulf of Guinea province, between the
Romanche and St. Paul Fracture Zones. Here, pull-apart basins similar in age (Albian)
and style to those on the Guinean margin have been comprehensively drilled (MacGregor
et al., 2003; Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006; Jones et al., 2007). MacGregor et al.
(2003) interprets syn-depositional, Mid-Albian reservoirs that consist of fluvial, fluviodeltaic and lacustrine lithologies along with organic-rich sedimentary rocks that were
deposited at ~108 Ma within anoxic conditions across the equatorial Atlantic (Tissot et
al., 1980; Jones et al., 2007).
Rifting diminished on the Guinean margin at the Albian – Cenomanian boundary
(~98 Ma) and a passive margin undergoing thermal subsidence developed. Here, and
along the South Senegal Basin, deposition of kilometer-thick post-rift sedimentary rocks
occur throughout the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2003).
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This passive margin is comprised of clastic rocks, carbonates, and of particular
significance, organic-rich sedimentary rocks deposited regionally at ~90 Ma during an
oceanic anoxic event (Tissot et al., 1980; Jones et al., 2007).

These organic-rich

sedimentary rocks that are part of both syn- and post-rift material are of active interest to
petroleum companies. With the additional presence of both a trap and seal, commercially
viable petroleum systems have been discovered on the equatorial African margin across
the Gulf of Guinea province, and along the Liberian and Sierra Leone coastlines
(MacGregor et al., 2003).
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Figure 3: Generalised stratigraphic column based off the GU-2B-1 well on the southern
Guinean margin (Figure 2). Major horizons are highlighted. Unconformities are indicated
by wavy lines with topography.
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PRESENT STUDY
The methods, results and conclusions of this research are presented as papers
appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of these papers, with a brief
discussion on seismic reflection data, plate reconstruction analysis and sea-surface ocean
modeling utilised in this study. Finally, we provide concluding remarks on the important
findings of each paper.

Methods
Both 2-D and 3-D seismic reflection profiles are the primary data used in this
dissertation (Figure 2). Key reflections from seismic profiles are tied to well tops using
the only well on the Guinea Plateau (GU-2B-1). Such a correlation between well logs and
seismic data provide a necessary constraint on stratigraphic and structural timing. The
seismic profiles are used to interpret syn-rift structures and representative continentocean crustal boundaries along the Guinean margin. These surveys are coupled with
ocean-wide magnetic reversal data (NOAA, 2012) that allows for mapping of equatorial
Atlantic fracture zones. The connection of these fracture zones and the newly defined
continent-ocean boundary allows us to provide a more accurate plate reconstruction of
the equatorial Atlantic. We then use the revised plate reconstruction to model the
evolution of sea-surface flows through the Mid-Cretaceous equatorial seaway. A brief
description of each technique is provided below.
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Seismic Reflection Data
Reflection seismology uses artificially generated elastic waves to image uppercrustal structure and stratigraphy. Elastic waves most commonly travel from the surface
and reflect off geologic boundaries that have different acoustic impedances in the subsurface. Acoustic impedance is simply the product of the velocity and density of a
particular rock unit. The amplitude and arrival times of these reflected waves are
recorded at the surface. This raw arrival data require multiple processing steps, but once
completed, can provide us with a detailed structural and stratigraphic image of the uppercrust.
Four-hundred and sixty-four 2-D seismic reflection profiles were collected from
1974 to 2009 by Buttes Resources International, Inc., and Hyperdynamics Corporation
(Figure 2). These profiles cover the majority of the Guinea Plateau, the continental slope
and parts of the deeper marine basin. With significant differences in quality, we
predominantly use the data collected in 2009 that have undergone Post Stack Time
Migration, F-X deconvolution and depth conversion. Consequently, we use 110 profiles
that provide suitable resolution of structures and sedimentary sequences for this
dissertation.
Two 3-D seismic datasets collected by Hyperdynamics in 2010 accompany the
more regional 2-D profiles (Figure 2). The 3-D surveys, referred to as Survey A and
Survey B, are 125 x 25 km and 40 x 25 km in size, respectively. To provide high imaging
resolution, both surveys were collected with 12.5-m-common-mid-point (CMP) spacing.
Survey A is located near the shelf break of the Southern Guinea Plateau, with a third of
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its area imaging the deeper continental slope. Survey B is located ~80 km WNW of
Survey A and images the Guinea Plateau.
We use Landmark Graphics for 2-D seismic processing and Kingdom Suite
interpretation software for both 2-D and 3-D seismic interpretation.

Plate Reconstructions Analysis
To provide a revised plate reconstruction for the equatorial Atlantic from 112 – 84
Ma, we use GPlates software from www.gplates.org. This software is open-source and
licensed for distribution under the GNU General Public License (www.gplates.org/
download.html). We use GPlates to manipulate prior plate models from Nürnberg and
Müller, (1991) and Moulin et al. (2010), and provide a more geologically reasonable
revised model. Imported geo-referenced raster data such as magnetic reversals and highresolution bathymetric maps helped us constrain the revised model. Our revised plate
reconstruction provides further information towards orientation of rifting, equatorial
seaway development and the initial age of oceanic crust.

Oceanic Flow Modeling
The Regional Oceanic Modeling System (ROMS) (Haidvogel et al., 2000) allows
us to model sea-surface flows at significant times (108, 90 Ma) during the development
of the equatorial Atlantic. The model is built with a free surface that permits oceanic flow
to be forced by wind stresses, heat and humidity functions. With modeling of sea-surface
flows, we interpret resultant upwelling zones along the continental margins of Africa and
South America. These upwelling zones prevent the decomposition of organic matter
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(Tyson, 2005) and provide further organic material to carbon-rich shales deposited on a
continental margin (Parrish, 1987). This was important to model, as recent petroleum
exploration along the equatorial margins require the presence of organic-rich sedimentary
rocks that are often preserved in these coastal upwelling zones.

Major Results
Results from different parts of this study are presented in the appendices, as
manuscripts ready for submission to scientific journals. Appendix A documents the
improvements of a revised paleo-reconstruction through the equatorial Atlantic, with
attention towards fracture zone alignment. Major findings in this paper are: 1) a previous
reconstruction by Moulin et al. (2010) provides a good fit through both the South Atlantic
and, with our fracture zone analysis, an accurate fit thorough the Gulf of Guinea
Province. However, fracture zone misalignment increases to 35 km north of the protoAmazon basin, with all six of the South American fracture zones being too far south of
their North African counterparts. 2) We provide a revised plate reconstruction that
requires ~20 km of NNW, syn-rift contraction in the proto-Amazon basin, which is an
area of perceived weakness between two cratonic shields. This revised model maintains
an accurate fracture zone alignment through the Gulf of Guinea province, but has reduced
errors to ≤ 14 km along the equatorial margin north of the proto-Amazon. 3) Strong
evidence for NNW-SSE Early Cretaceous contraction is interpreted from mapped NEtrending reverse faults along the eastern Amazon basin (Heine et al., 2013), and from
seismic data across the Solimõnes Basin (Matos and Brown, 1992). Therefore, the
hypothesised ~20 km NNW contraction through the proto-Amazon basin between 110
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and 108 Ma is geologically reasonable. 4) With an increased N-S rift component, the
modeled extensional strain orientation is altered from 257˚ (Moulin et al., 2010) to 251˚,
which makes the orientations of faults we image in the 3-D seismic datasets (Figure 2) to
be somewhat more perpendicular to the spreading direction.
Appendix B details the findings of the upper-crustal structure of the Guinean
margin through interpretation of both 2-D and 3-D seismic datasets, with attention
towards Early Cretaceous extension estimates. Major findings in this paper are: 1) There
is little mechanical rifting observed on the Guinea Plateau. Instead a focused zone of
extension is interpreted on the < 50-km-wide continental slope, where we image multiple
kilometer-scale listric normal faults that are interpreted to sole to a basal décollement. In
the deeper marine basin, 2-D seismic profiles reveal a transition between continental and
oceanic crust. 2) Using the Chapman and Williams (1984) ‘maximum displacement’
method we calculate up to 14 km of extension along listric normal faults on the Southern
Guinean margin (Figure 2), accounting for up to ~39% extension of the Guinean
continental slope. Smaller magnitudes of extension occur along the Northern Guinean
margin (≤ 2 km), presumably from a reduced proximity to the South Atlantic rift system.
3) These extension estimates show a geologically unreasonable overlap (~60 km) exists
with prior pre-rift plate reconstructions along the conjugate margins (Moulin et al., 2010).
A revised model with minimalised overlap hypothesises initial oceanic crust formation at
110 Ma and maintains a uniform South Atlantic spreading rate (38 – 41 mm/yr) from the
Early Cretaceous to present-day.
Appendix C details the results of oceanic flow models and the prediction of zones
of upwelling along continental margins along the developing equatorial seaway.
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Upwelling is interpreted to preserve organic-rich sedimentary rocks, allowing them to
maintain a high carbon content (Tyson, 2005). Two models were run at 108 and 90 Ma
during periods of regional organic-rich shale deposition. Major findings in this paper are:
1) at 108 Ma (Early Albian), when the equatorial seaway was both narrow (~100 km) and
shallow, sea-surface flow is forced through the seaway and into the older and deeper
North Atlantic basin. The sea-surface flow permits deeper oceanic water across the length
of the seaway to upwell and replace the shallower waters. Therefore, the flow model
predicts that the whole equatorial seaway is a zone of relatively strong upwelling (> 5%
increase in thermocline depth). 2) At 90 Ma (Cenomanian – Turonian boundary), during
a later regional anoxic event, the equatorial seaway is fully developed with a throughgoing extensional ridge-transform-ridge system. Oceanic flow models predict that strong
equatorial easterlies north of the equator force sea-surface water away from the West
African margin and toward the South American margin. The result is modeled zones of
upwelling along the majority of the West African margin, with the notable exception of
the Guinean margin, where the model predicts neither upwelling nor downwelling. The
model suggests slight downwelling on the South American margin. 3) The upwelling
zones predicted by the 108 Ma model correlates well to all known locations of
commercially viable petroleum reservoirs along the West African and South American
margins. The upwelling zones suggested from the 90 Ma model tie well to the majority of
successful wells, which are located on the Liberian and Sierra Leone coastlines, but
predicts a weak downwelling zone at the location of the one successful well on the South
American margin. However, an Early Albian organic-rich sedimentary rock, deposited in
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a modeled zone of upwelling, is interpreted to be a major component to the petroleum
system on the South American margin (Mello et al., 2013).
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APPENDIX A: A REVISED PALEO-RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
EQUATORIAL ATLANTIC FROM NEW MAGNETIC, GRAVITY, AND
SEISMIC REFLECTION DATA, OFFSHORE GUINEA
Russ Edge and Roy Johnson, University of Arizona

Abstract
The Guinea margin, situated within the equatorial Atlantic, represents the final
point of separation between Africa and South America during Late Jurassic to Cretaceous
rifting to form the North and South Atlantic Oceans. Despite being in such a tectonically
interesting region, relatively little geophysical data have been published about the
Guinean continental margin. Consequently, prior plate reconstructions within the
equatorial Atlantic lack sufficient detail to provide a fully reasonable explanation for the
complex rift structure observed within new 2-D and 3-D seismic datasets. New
observations drawn from the seismic data, and local gravity and magnetic data, permit
development of a new paleo-reconstruction model between the conjugate margins of the
Guinea and Demerara Plateaus. Furthermore, using basin-wide magnetic reversals and
bathymetric datasets, fracture zones have been extended farther landward towards the
continental margin. Reconstruction of Pangaea using the Moulin et al. (2010) model
shows misalignment of the fracture zones north of the proto-Amazon basin, with offsets
up to 35 km. To provide a better fit to the equatorial Atlantic, we suggest 20 km of Early
Cretaceous NNW contraction within the Amazon area, a region of weakness between the
Guyanan and Brazilian Shields. The revised reconstruction reduces the mis-ties to < 15
km and provides further accuracy and constraint of plate motions. We provide a new riftseparation azimuth of 251⁰, compared to 257⁰ previously (Moulin et al., 2010).
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Therefore, we require a greater north-south extensional component during initial rifting.
These revised plate motions and their timings have provided information on fault
kinematics observed within the 3-D seismic data, facilitating a more accurate basin
development framework. The creation of this more-detailed equatorial Atlantic plate
reconstruction not only aids in better understanding of rift evolution, but may present
opportunities for increased insight into how global oceanic circulation patterns and
climate change are affected by equatorial Atlantic opening and tectonic activity as a
whole.

1. Introduction
1.1 Tectonic Overview
The Guinea continental margin, situated within the equatorial Atlantic, is
tectonically significant as it represents the final point of separation between Africa and
South America and the complete opening between the North and South Atlantic. As part
of the margin, the ~125,000 km2 Guinea Plateau is a major submarine geomorphological
province along the West African coastline. The plateau, extending up to 300 km off the
coast, predominantly is comprised of 20-km-thick continental crust (Davison, 2005) and
continentally derived clastic and carbonate rocks (Figure 1). The conjugate Demerara
Plateau, which prior to rifting (112 Ma) was connected to the Guinea Plateau, is now part
of the Suriname and French Guianan continental margins in South America. Limited
amounts of geophysical data have been published about the Guinean continental margin.
Therefore, relatively little detail is known about the structural framework of the region.
Previous data, predominantly in the form of 2-D seismic profiles, do not provide the same
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resolution as newly acquired 3-D seismic, magnetic and gravity datasets released to the
University of Arizona by Hyperdynamics Corporation. This paper details analyses
designed to better understand extensional mechanics observed within the new datasets,
and the structural evolution of this tectonically significant area based on a revised platereconstruction analysis.
The progressive rifting of Pangaea, which resulted in separation between the
African and South American plates, was a major tectonic event in the Phanerozoic history
of the Guinean margin. It is accepted that rifting began with Jurassic opening of the North
Atlantic basin followed in the Cretaceous first by opening of the Southern Atlantic and
then the equatorial Atlantic. The Guinea Plateau is interpreted to still have been
connected to the conjugate Demerara Plateau post-Aptian (112 Ma) (Moulin et al., 2010).
The Guinean margin is proposed to have become tectonically active during the early
Albian. At this time, the development of an extensional system became continuous
through the equatorial Atlantic (~106 Ma) (Moulin et al., 2010). Throughout the Late
Cretaceous and into the Cenozoic, the formerly active Guinean margin became passive,
allowing sedimentation to onlap pre- and syn-rift structures and bury them. Existing
paleo-reconstructions differ significantly in their interpreted ages of first oceanic crust
formation in the equatorial Atlantic. Ages range from 112 Ma at the earliest (Moulin et
al., 2010) to 98 Ma at the latest (Benkhelil et al., 1995). Consequently, a better
constrained paleo-reconstruction is necessary to accurately determine when complete
separation occurred between the Guinea and Demerara Plateaus.
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1.2 GPlates Reconstruction Software
To provide a revised paleo-reconstruction for the equatorial Atlantic, we use
GPlates software from GPlates.org. This software is open-source, and licensed for
distribution under the GNU General Public License (www.gplates.org/download.html).
GPlates permits the manipulation of plate models, and makes it possible to import georeferenced raster data such as magnetic reversals and high-resolution bathymetric maps.
Amalgamation of data from multiple sources permits us to test new plate reconstructions
against previous models.

1.3 Prior Reconstructions
With increased understanding of structural evolution from the new geophysical
datasets, we attempt to constrain rift timing and kinematic deformation. However, with
our smaller regional focus, prior plate reconstructions interpreting the separation of
Africa and South America lack sufficient detail within this area. The first reconstruction
models that attempted to piece together the African and South American continents were
performed using rigid plates (Bullard et al., 1965; Dietz, 1973; Sibet and Mascle, 1978;
Rabinowitz and LaBrecque, 1979), which did not allow for internal deformation of the
continents. Consequently, it was impossible to fit both the equatorial Atlantic and the
Southern Atlantic segments together without geometric problems, which included either
large gaps between the Guinea and Demerara plateaus (Bullard et al., 1965) or significant
overlap (~150 km) resulting in implied massive contraction along this margin
(Rabinowitz and LaBrecque, 1979). Overlap of this magnitude is not interpreted in more
geologically focused work on the Demerara or Guinea Plateaus (e.g., Jones and
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Mgbatogu, 1982; Greenroyd et al., 2007). Intraplate deformation was introduced in later
models to solve this geometric problem. Burke and Dewey (1974) created a model that
allowed for contraction within the Benue Trough, Nigeria. Despite this accommodation,
overlap still remained in reconstructions between the conjugate plateaus prior to rifting.
Nürnberg and Müller (1991) approached the problem differently by starting with
a reconstruction that aligned the plateaus first. To an extent, they mapped fracture-zone
locations across the Atlantic using high-resolution bathymetric profiles and magnetic
data. Unlike prior models where internal deformation only took place in the African plate
(e.g. Burke and Dewey, 1974), microplates were created in both continents: four in South
America, two in Africa. In doing so, conjugate-plateau overlap was greatly reduced.
However, higher resolution gravity and seismic profiles allowed Moulin et al. (2010) to
provide redefined plateau shelf limits. Consequently, the Nürnberg and Müller (1991)
model, just like previous attempts, requires contraction between the plateaus.
Furthermore, the conjugate Kandi and Sobral lineaments in the equatorial Atlantic are
offset by 140 km using this model (Moulin et al., 2010). Attempting to improve upon the
Nürnberg and Müller (1991) reconstruction, Eagles (2007) interpreted that the South
American continent was split by 6 ~ESE-trending lineaments with variable dextral shear.
Ages of active slip along the lineaments are based on South American microplate
rotations and lineaments further south are interpreted to have experienced the earliest
activation. Intraplate movement is first interpreted at 150-142 Ma along the Colorado
Basin – Macachin Trough, Argentina. Eagles (2007) has slip progressing northwards,
ending with activation of the Solimões – Amazon – Marajó Basin system within the
equatorial Atlantic. This system is interpreted to have been active from 118-111 Ma.
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With these ages based simply on plate rotations and no stratigraphic evidence, Eagles
(2007) acknowledges that these values are subject to errors. Despite revisions to the
Nürnberg and Müller (1991) model, Eagles’ model produces mis-fits throughout the
South Atlantic, with as much as 300-450 km of overlap (Moulin et al., 2010).
The latest attempt at a plate reconstruction is provided by Moulin et al. (2010),
who divide the South American continent up into nine different microplates (see Figure
13 in Moulin et al., 2010). Africa is split into four. With the model, a good fit is created
through the South Atlantic, and what appears to be a reasonable fit through the equatorial
Atlantic. Moulin et al. (2010) fit the equatorial Atlantic with one large continental block
on each plate. Therefore, the closest intra-continental South American plate boundary is
the distant (>1500 km) Transbraziliano lineament in northeast Brazil. Consequently, we
consider that any misalignment between the conjugate plateaus would result in a
significant shift throughout the whole equatorial region. Plateau misalignment in other
models could be accommodated along the proto-Amazon Basin (Jacques, 2003; Eagles,
2007) without affecting such a broad region. Nonetheless, the Moulin et al. (2010) model
provides the most accurate reconstruction of the entire South Atlantic. It also goes further
than prior models in tying accommodation between the microplates to geologic
information within the South American continent (see Figure 13 in Moulin et al., 2010).

1.4 Age Uncertainty within the equatorial Atlantic
During initial rifting of the conjugate plateaus, uncertainties in reconstructions
arise due to a lack of magnetic reversal data. From 120 to 83 Ma, the Cretaceous Normal
Period (CNP) makes oceanic ages throughout this time difficult to determine, including
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oceanic crustal ages around the Guinea and Demerara Plateaus. The result has been
varying interpretations in the literature regarding the formation age of the earliest
equatorial Atlantic oceanic crust. Ranges exist from latest Albian (Benkhelil et al., 1995),
to Early Albian (Pontes and Asmus, 1976), with suggestions from Moulin et al. (2010) of
a through-going ridge-transform-ridge system at 106 Ma (Mid-Albian). Muller et al.
(2008) sum up the confusion by placing a 7-8 Ma uncertainty range across the conjugate
plateau region. Furthermore, the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) has drilled only a few
wells along the Guinea and Demerara Plateaus. Of the ODP wells near the plateaus in the
equatorial Atlantic, not one is drilled to a depth where it encountered oceanic crust. The
only borehole that is interpreted to sample oceanic crust is north of the Guinea Fracture
Zone in the Cape Verde Rise (Lancelot and Seibold, 2007). Consequently, this provides a
North Atlantic rifting age (Late Jurassic), but not an age for equatorial Atlantic rifting
between Africa and South America.
With a lack of magnetic anomalies and resultant uncertainties over the age of
oceanic crustal formation, important constraints to plate motions are lost. Reconstructions
through the rest of the Southern Atlantic are able to use both magnetic reversals and
fracture zone placement as complementary, but separate, analyses to provide constraint of
the best-fitting plate model (Eagles, 2007). Within the equatorial Atlantic, we are limited
to only using fracture zone placement as a constraint. Thus, calculating fracture zone
misalignment is essentially the only method available to determine how accurate current
and revised models are.
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2. Methodology
Using the best-fitting starting model (Moulin et al., 2010), we provide analysis of
fracture zone misplacement between the conjugate plateaus and through the equatorial
Atlantic. With the interpretation that two tips of the same fracture-zone lineament
intersect and ‘pierce’ the African and South American continental margins, these piercing
points would align if brought back into a correct pre-rift plate reconstruction. These
points of coincidence result because each tip of the fracture zone marks the initial
transform location between two extensional ridges. We quantify the errors in a particular
model by examining fracture-zone-offset distance along continental margins within a prerift configuration. This represents the error of a model, which can be compared to revised
ones.
To provide the most accurate analysis, we bring fracture zones mapped in the
equatorial Atlantic closer to their continental margins than was done in prior publications,
a step that was suggested by Eagles, (2007) to further advance plate reconstructions. To
achieve this, we used basin-wide magnetic reversal and anomaly data from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) database (Figure 2). These data were
coupled with high-resolution bathymetric maps and newly-acquired seismic reflection
data from the Guinean margin. We picked and traced fracture zones across the equatorial
Atlantic that have clear magnetic anomalies (Figure 2). We also used 2-D seismic lines
within the deeper marine basin to constrain precise locations as the fracture zones
intercept the continental boundaries. In total, we mapped nine fracture zones across the
equatorial Atlantic. From north to south, these cover a zone from the Doldrums and
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Sierra Leone Fracture Zones along the conjugate plateaus in the north, to the Benue
Trough in Nigeria.
Initiation of Cretaceous magnetic reversals at 83 Ma (Santonian) allowed for
more confident mapping of the younger oceanic crust. It is this age that marks the end of
the Cretaceous Normal Period. Complete with good control on fracture-zone placement,
many publications have only slight post Santonian reconstruction differences between
them. This includes Moulin et al. (2010), Nürnberg and Müller (1991) and Müller et al.
(1999). Consequently, we will not test prior models from 83 Ma to present, but rather
examine rifting from onset (~112 Ma; Earliest Albian) to the end of the Cretaceous
Normal Period. Over 1,000 km of separation between the margins exists at the time of the
first reversal, meaning that accurate modelling of closure still needs to occur over a wide
area to produce a good fit. We use this plate motion to further understand imaged riftrelated structures and their orientations on the Guinean margin.

3. Geophysical Analysis
3.1 Seismic Analysis
Despite being in such a tectonically interesting region, limited amounts of data
have been published about the Guinean continental margin. Therefore, relatively little is
known about the structural or stratigraphic framework. Previous publications had
available only sparse 2-D seismic reflection lines with poor spatial coverage (Jones and
Mgbatogu, 1982). This does not provide the same resolution or detail as newly-acquired,
high-resolution 3-D seismic datasets along the plateau shelf edge. These data are
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accompanied by 464 2-D seismic lines that provide good spatial coverage of the Guinea
Plateau, the continental slope, and the landward edge of the deeper marine basin.
Survey A (Figures 1 and 3) allows us to image structures to depths of ~ 10 km.
The most prominent structure in Survey A is a large-scale (at least 110 km in length)
listric normal fault with ~4 km of throw and down-dropped, pre-rift, continental crust in
the hanging-wall. This fault has been named the Baraka fault. A northern segment of the
Baraka fault strikes ESE, before changing strike sharply towards the SE in the south of
Survey A. The fault dip decreases from 50˚ to 25˚ with increasing depth (from 4 to 9 km).
The pre-rift continental crust in the hanging-wall block is interpreted to be Aptian (112
Ma) and is further offset by interpreted smaller-scale (~1-km-throw) listric faults. These
faults have been mapped through the 3-D seismic area as synthetic splays to the Baraka
fault. Accommodation space created in the hanging-wall was filled with continentally
derived sedimentary rocks, with ages between 110 and 98 Ma. The presence of growth
strata suggests syn-deformational deposition, and provides a general timeline of when
this fault was active. Unfaulted Albian (98 Ma) rocks drape over the fault, suggesting the
fault became inactive prior to this time. The predominant SE – ESE strike of the Baraka
fault and its associated splay faults (Figure 3) suggests that these faults are related to
opening of the equatorial Atlantic.
The major structures imaged in Survey A are primarily related to Early
Cretaceous rifting. However, the stratigraphically lower Jurassic - Cretaceous and older
horizons show no clear evidence of compressional structures. The Jurassic – Cretaceous
boundary is marked by a gentle angular unconformity with older and stratigraphically
lower Jurassic sedimentary rocks. No broad or tight-scale folds are imaged. These
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horizons have been faulted by the younger Baraka fault. Therefore, we interpret those
reconstructions that require any significant amount of shortening within the equatorial
Atlantic to be in disagreement with the geophysical data.
Twelve 2-D profiles are located such that they image significant portions of
interpreted oceanic crust in the deeper marine basin. Towards the north of Profile 1
(Figure 4), a north-south oriented 2-D line that extends up to 90 km past the plateau shelf
edge, the Guinea Plateau is revealed to have relatively flat-lying horizons and few
significant extensional structures. In this profile, as in other 2-D lines interpreted, the
continental slope is the locus of the greatest magnitude of extension. Spanning the
Guinean margin, listric faults are imaged to have down-dropped the pre-rift crust in a
style similar to the interpretations described for Survey A. At the base of the continental
slope we observe high-amplitude, chaotic reflectors of Albian age. These reflectors
appear to be highly faulted, and form sharp >1,500 m changes in paleo-bathymetry. This
is interpreted to be the start of basaltic oceanic crust within the deeper marine basin.
These reflectors are buried by what are interpreted to be continentally derived
sedimentary rocks that by-passed the Guinean shelf and slope. These sedimentary rocks
are inferred to be Late Cretaceous and younger in age, having been tied back to the GU2B-1 well.
At the base of the continental slope, Profile 1 shows a ~7-km-wide valley-shaped
feature that cuts into the oceanic crust (Figure 4). This valley has been filled with
younger, flat-lying sedimentary rocks. With use of magnetics (described in the next
section) and imaged morphology of the structure, we suggest this valley was formed by a
once-active fracture zone that cut the oceanic crust. Jones and Mgbatogu (1982) used
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seismic data collected in 1974-1975 to also image this valley feature, with their 2-D
profile (Profile C) being located only a few kilometers along the Guinean margin from
Profile 1. Jones and Mgbatogu (1982) imaged a 6-km-wide valley which they also
interpret as the once-active Guinea Fracture Zone. We considered the erosive nature of
submarine channels to be an alternative interpretation to the formation of the imaged 7km-wide valley. Survey A, the 3-D seismic dataset, show such channels creating sharpsided canyons. However, these structures appear to be significantly larger than what we
image in Profile 1. Furthermore, if a channel did create this feature, other 2-D seismic
lines closer to the continent likely would image a similar structure. We observe no
evidence of this. As fracture zones do not cut into continental crust, this provides an
explanation for why proximal 2-D lines that image the continental slope do not observe
this structure. Thus, after the oceanic ridge progressed seaward, the transform became
inactive, allowing for the valley to be filled with younger sediment.

3.2 Bathymetric and Magnetic Analysis
We used both high-resolution magnetic reversal and bathymetry datasets to trace
fracture zones across the equatorial Atlantic. Near the present-day Mid Atlantic Ridge,
fracture zones are easy to trace using the bathymetric dataset. Little sediment has been
deposited and the fracture zone bathymetry is distinct. However, pelagic and
continentally derived sediment closer to the margins masks the bathymetric signature.
This makes it impossible to simply use bathymetry to trace fracture zones back to their
piercing points on the margins. This is particularly true near the Amazon submarine fan.
Consequently, we principally rely on magnetic reversal data to extend fracture zones
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further towards the continents. With younger sedimentary rocks having a small magnetic
signature, the offset of relatively highly magnetised oceanic crust creates anomalies that
can be traced across the entire equatorial Atlantic to the conjugate margins. Good control
between the bathymetry and magnetic data exists in the central equatorial Atlantic, with
coincident magnetic anomalies and bathymetric ridges. As noted in the previous section,
Profile 1, the interpreted 2-D seismic line, intersects a magnetic anomaly that can be
traced towards the Guinean margin. We observe that the magnetic anomaly correlates
well with the location of the interpreted fracture zone on this profile. By providing a
precise location at the margin, we establish an important control point for the geophysical
datasets.

4. Results
4.1 Moulin et al. (2010) Model
We interpret no significant contractional structures related to former plateau
overlap in the high-resolution 3-D seismic data, or along the 2-D seismic profiles that
image the majority of the Guinea Plateau. However, a couple of seismic profiles on the
conjugate Demerara Plateau are interpreted to have Jurassic and Early Cretaceous folding
before being truncated by a relatively flat-lying Aptian – Albian angular unconformity
(112 Ma). These ages, provided by the petroleum company Staatsolie Maatschappij
Suriname N.V in online marketing examples (www.staatsolie.com), have not been
independently verified in the literature. The interpreted Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous
folds are open (~4 km) and seemingly localised to the westernmost section of the
Demerara Plateau. Towards the east, these folds taper out and the Jurassic and Early
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Cretaceous horizons become relatively flat-lying. Additionally, we do not observe
significant contractional features within the Jurassic-section on the Guinea Plateau, a
region conjugate to the flat-lying eastern Demerara Plateau. Consequently, we interpret
these folds to not be related to any possible overlap between the conjugate margins.
Furthermore, the contraction accommodated on the western Demerara Plateau is of a
magnitude that is much smaller (perhaps ~2-3 km) than previous plate reconstruction
models have required (~150 km). The only contractional structures interpreted on the
Guinea Plateau are small-scale toe-thrusts at the edge of the northern plateau escarpment,
within younger post-rift sedimentary rocks (Late Cretaceous). However, we relate this to
gravitational slumping, rather than post-rift tectonic activity. Consequently, with no
contraction required between the conjugate plateaus, we believe the Moulin et al. (2010)
model to be the most accurate starting point for our research.
We mapped nine fracture zones within the equatorial Atlantic, and established
‘piercing points’ on both continental margins. From north to south, the mapped fracture
zones are the Guinea, Doldrums, 5.5˚N, Sierra Leone, Strakhov, St. Peter, St. Paul,
Romanche, and Chain Fracture Zones (keeping the terminology of Jones, 1987). Using
the Moulin et al. (2010) rotation file, we restored plates into a pre-rift configuration (110
Ma) to analyse fracture-zone misalignment. To accomplish this we overlaid the presentday terrain grid on the South American and African continents, and bound it to the
existing coastline (Figure 5). In Figure 5, the continental shelves for both margins are
outlined in dark blue, and the ‘piercing points’ of the fracture zones are shown by arrows:
red for the South American margin and grey for the African margin. In a perfect
reconstruction, these arrow tips would precisely align with each other. Consequently, any
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offsets are related to the mis-ties in the reconstruction and/or misinterpretations of
piercing points. With fracture zones observed to be ~7 km wide from the 2-D seismic
data and without more specific information, we assigned similar error values to this
analysis and quantified the misalignments.
From west to east, values for the Chain, Romanche and St. Paul fracture zones
through the future Gulf of Guinea margin are within the assigned error margins. This
indicates an excellent fit through this eastern equatorial region. However, offsets become
significantly larger north of the proto-Amazon region. The Guinea, Doldrums, 5.5N,
Sierra Leone, Strakhov and St. Peter Fracture Zones have offsets of 13, 26, 18, 35, 24 and
9 km, respectively (Figure 5). In all cases northward of the proto-Amazon, the South
American margin and its fracture zones are too far south of their African-margin
counterparts. These values are larger than acceptable for our regional study around the
conjugate plateau margins.

4.2 A Revised Model
A revised model was developed in order to reduce the mis-ties observed along the
western equatorial Atlantic. To fit the fracture zones to within reasonable offset values (<
7 km), this model requires 20 km of contraction through the proto-Amazon basin (Figure
6). With no movement allowed within the Brazilian shield and the eastern equatorial
margin, the Chain, Romanche, and St. Paul Fracture Zones remain an excellent fit
through the region. Consequently, we created a new rotation framework (Table 1) by
separating the former Guyana microplate into two separate microplates: the Guyanan
Shield and the Brazilian Shield (Figure 7). All microplate rotations are relative to a fixed
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West Africa reference frame. Although we use a new microplate in our plate
reconstruction, we do not suggest that a through-going deformation zone exists across the
entire South American continent. Rather, we hypothesise scissor-like separation between
the Guyana Shield and Guyana Block. Therefore, minimal deformation is required within
the western part of the continent. Deformation only increases eastwards in the protoAmazon Basin system. Consequently, minor strain is thought to have been
accommodated in the western half of the continent without the need for a deformation
zone. The 20-km separation within the proto-Amazon system allows for the Guyanan
Shield and the Demerara plateau to shift further north in a pre-rift reconstruction. This
reduces mis-ties, with the Guinea, Doldrums, 5.5˚N, Sierra Leone, Strakhov and St. Peter
Fracture Zones resulting in offsets of 3, 1, 3, 14, 6 and 9 km, respectively (Figure 6).
Unlike for the Moulin et al. (2010) model, where mis-ties occur, South American fracture
zones are not always too far south of their African counterparts. We note that the Guinea
and Strakhov Fracture Zones now are too far north, albeit with significantly reduced
offsets with respect to the earlier model. Attempting to correct such reduced offsets by a
shift of the Guyana Shield would only increase offset between other fracture-zone pairs.
Our revised model requires 20 km of NNW (~330˚) shortening to be
accommodated in the proto-Amazon basin.

With increased accuracy of plate

reconstructions by the Santonian (83 Ma), we close the basin to its present configuration
in the Early Cretaceous. With this movement, we alter the initial rift orientation of the
conjugate margins. With respect to West Africa, our plate model rifts with an azimuth of
251˚ between the conjugate plateaus. We compare this to the 257˚ azimuth that the
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Moulin et al. (2010) model provides. This alteration in rift orientation creates a somewhat
larger north-south component to the rifting.

5. Discussion
5.1 Amazon Stratigraphy & Structural Accommodation
With a fixed and stable West African block, deformation within the Guyanan
microplate is required in order to accommodate the revised model. As part of this
microplate, the Amazon Craton is one of the largest Archean-Proterozoic cratons in the
world. With an area of 4,500,000 km2, deformation within this block is limited with the
interpretation that the 3.1-1.0 Ga granites and high-grade metamorphic rocks have been
stable since the late Proterozoic (Matos and Brown, 1992; Santos et al., 2000). However,
the Amazon Basin, an area of known relative weakness, cuts through this craton,
separating it into two stable blocks: the Guyana and Brazilian Shields (Figure 8).
Accommodation through the Amazon Basin appears permissible, with structural
and stratigraphic evidence that shows this basin is an area of relative weakness within the
Guyana microplate (Gonzaga et al., 2000). The Amazon basin is comprised of 6-7 km of
sedimentary rocks with ages from Paleozoic through Tertiary (Nunn and Aires, 1988;
Matos and Brown, 1992; Gonzaga et al., 2000). The sedimentary section is broadly subdivided into four megasequences, which are bounded by regional unconformities. From
stratigraphically lowest to highest, seismic reflection datasets and geologic mapping have
interpreted Upper Ordovician – Lower Devonian, Mid Devonian – Lower Carboniferous,
Mid Carboniferous – Permian, and Cretaceous – Tertiary unconformities (Gonzaga et al.,
2000). Tectonically, the Paleozoic section is restricted to three structurally controlled
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basins: the Solimões, Middle Amazon, and Lower Amazon Basins (Figure 8). These
basins are separated by large structural arches, which are covered by Cretaceous –
Tertiary sedimentary rocks. Across all of the sub-basins, the Paleozoic sequences are
comprised of shallow marine clastic rocks, with some initial glacial, and later, aeolian
components that are intruded by 100,000 km3 of Late Triassic – Early Jurassic (~200 Ma)
mafic intrusives (Szatmari, 1983). These diabase sills represent tholeitic magmatism,
which is interpreted to be associated with a mid-oceanic-ridge setting (Matos and Brown,
1992; Gonzaga et al., 2000). Consequently, the Amazon Basin has been interpreted as a
failed rift arm, or aulacogen, to North Atlantic rifting (Nunn and Aires, 1988; Matos and
Brown, 1992). Two prior rift and intrusion events are suggested by Nunn and Aires
(1988), from gravity anomalies and well data. These are a late Cambrian – Early
Ordovician episode, based on a drilled pyroxenite body, and a Permian episode due to
rapid subsidence that allowed 2.5 km of Mid Carboniferous – Permian sedimentary rocks
to be deposited. Consequently, there is significant indication of long-standing crustal
weakness through the Amazon basin, with the latest phase associated with opening of the
North Atlantic.
Evidence of weakness has been used in prior plate reconstructions and tectonic
frameworks across South America to help fit the continents around the equatorial
Atlantic. Jacques (2003) interprets that the ENE-trending Solimões-Amazonas
‘megashear’ is part of a major intraplate deformation zone that was connected with the
Benue shear system of Nigeria. This post-Jurassic intracontinental plate boundary is
modelled to have ~60 km of sinistral strike-slip displacement. Eagles (2007) interprets
~200 km of motion through the Solimões-Amazon-Marajó Basin System and Benue
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system through the Early Cretaceous. Earlier publications have also interpreted the
Amazon Basin as a zone of weakness that separates the Guyana and Brazilian Shields.
This includes discussion over whether a sinistral-shear system (Grabert, 1983), or rather
a predominantly extensional rift basin (Szatmari, 1983) exists. Each one has justified
their interpretation with mention of geologic evidence observed within the Amazon
Basin.
With the revised model, we also require the Amazon Basin to be a zone of
weakness. We suggest 20 km of ~NNW-SSE-orientated contraction in order to provide
improved fracture-zone alignments on the Demerara and Guinea margins. Prior plate
reconstructions by Eagles (2007) also have interpreted that small magnitudes of
shortening should have been experienced within the basin. Interpretations involving
compression are driven by modeled differences in overall rift orientations. With WNWESE rifting between the South American and African continents, the predominantly E-W
orientation of the Solimões-Amazon-Marajó basin system requires a contractional
component in order to accommodate Eagles’ regional model.
Geophysical and geochronological data that provide constraints on regional
tectonics and resultant structural elements of the Amazon and Solimões Basins are
described by Gonzaga et al. (2000). Two important post-Jurassic tectonic phases are
observed within this basin. The first, and the most important to our revised model, is the
Juruá compressional event (Early Jurassic – Early Cretaceous) (Cunha et al., 2007). This
event was responsible for activation of NE-trending reverse faults, asymmetric anticlines,
and folding of the Jurassic diabase sills. This was most evident in mapping the Majaró
Basin, which is part of the easternmost Amazon basin (Heine et al., 2013). While
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contractional structures exist within this basin, the deformation does not encompass the
entire Amazon Basin (Heine et al., 2013). The second phase of deformation is Cenozoic
(Late Paleogene – Holocene) and is interpreted to have reactivated the whole Amazon
Basin. As a result of transcurrent stress throughout this second phase, Gonzaga et al.
(2000), Costa et al. (2001) and Heine et al. (2013) have interpreted transpressional and
transtensional structures. However, this later deformation is long after opening of the
equatorial Atlantic.
Seismic lines across the Solimões Basin (West Amazon) provide additional
structural insights at depth. The Amazon Deep Seismic Line (ADSL) (Matos and Brown,
1992), is a NNW-SSE line that images the southern flank of the Solimões Basin. Roughly
E-W-striking reverse faults that are listric in nature are interpreted within the dataset. As
with the faults observed within the Majaró Basin, these structures are interpreted to be
associated with the Early Jurassic – Early Cretaceous Juruá compressional event. These
structures were interpreted by Caputo (1985) throughout the Solimões Basin as a 600km-long zone of ENE-WSW to E-W-striking reverse faults in what is interpreted as a
transpressional shear zone. With the imaged listric-fault geometry and the apparent lack
of ‘flower’ structures, or other structures associated with strike-slip faulting, Matos and
Brown (1992) interpret a predominant NNW-SSE compressional event through the
Amazon and Solimões Basin. Gonzaga et al. (2000) provide further reinforcement of the
Early Jurassic – Early Cretaceous Juruá compressional event with palinspastic
reconstructions using thermal maturity and stratigraphic correlations as inputs. Their
results show that 1,800 m of sedimentary rocks has been eroded from the basin margins.
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Apatite fission-track studies support this interpretation and place an age of uplift at ~110
Ma (PECTEN/IDEMITSU, 1989; Gonzaga et al., 2000).
Consequently, there is substantial geological and geophysical evidence that
supports an Early Cretaceous (112-100 Ma) NNW-SSE-orientated Juruá compressional
event. Comparable ~NNW compression is necessary within our revised model, and we
hypothesise that closure of the proto-Amazon and the southward movement of the
Demerara margin was caused by such an event.

5.2 Proto-Caribbean Accommodation
The revised rotation of the Guyana Shield requires its Early Cretaceous paleolocation to be shifted north of that in previous reconstructions. Reconstructions that could
be affected by the required displacement are the proto-Caribbean region and the North
American plate. Through apparent polar wander paths, good constraints exist on the
paleo-location of the North American plate (Torsvik et al., 2001). Therefore, the
northward location of the Guyana Shield microplate that the revised model generates
must be consistent with this work and must not impact other well-constrained North
Atlantic reconstructions. Consequently, accommodation is required within the protoCaribbean. This is a region where oceanic crust was first generated at the Jurassic –
Cretaceous boundary, and a through-going ridge-transform-ridge system developed in the
Early Cretaceous (Ross and Scotese, 1988). This system developed prior to the time at
which we require accommodation in our revised reconstruction. Consequently, we
hypothesise this motion can be accommodated along growing spreading ridges and
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transform faults across the proto-Caribbean, and thus, this would not impact North
American models.
Other regions that require consideration to ensure that our reconstruction is
feasible are the western microplates of the South American continent. The Romeral,
Maricaibo and Santa Marta microplates located in Columbia and Venezuela, are major
elements of this region. With no tectonic system separating these plates from the Guyana
Shield, we hypothesise slight counter-clockwise rotation (0.4˚). However, prior to 10 Ma
there is little constraint on the relative position of these microplates (Ross and Scotese,
1988), and such rotation during the Early Cretaceous is permissible.

5.3 3-D Guinea- Margin Faults and the Revised Rotation
In order to correct for the prior misalignments of fracture zones at the margins of
equatorial Africa and South America, we have introduced a northward shift of the
Guyana Shield (Figure 6). Compared to the Moulin et al. (2010) model, this revised
rotation provides a greater N-S extensional component to rifting and equatorial Atlantic
opening. To link such a regional plate reconstruction to the geophysical datasets we have
from the Guinea Plateau, we examine how initial separation and rift orientation could
result in the structural elements we image within the 3-D seismic datasets (Figure 3). The
ESE-striking Baraka half-graben and its associated smaller-offset synthetic splay faults
within the hanging wall are imaged in adjacent 3-D Surveys A and C. We interpret that
these faults are rift-related (112 – 98 Ma) based partly on the presence of growth strata
within the hanging-wall of the Baraka half-graben. The splay faults mapped within the
surveys have variable strikes, but predominantly are orientated ESE to SE (120-140˚).
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This orientation is similar to that of the Baraka fault. Assuming pure dip-slip
displacement on these faults in response to regional stresses, we expect a 210-230˚
extensional strain orientation.
The Moulin et al. (2010) model provides a 257˚ rifting and spreading azimuth. As
noted earlier, no strike-slip kinematics are interpreted from the seismic datasets on the
Guinea margin. The revised model provides a 251˚ separation direction, which makes the
orientations of faults we image in the 3-D seismic dataset to be somewhat more
perpendicular to the modeled spreading direction than would be true for the Moulin et al.
(2010) reconstruction. However, with a revision of only 6˚, a strike-slip component may
remain for either model.

6. Conclusions
We propose a revised paleo-reconstruction of the equatorial Atlantic based on the
prior model of Moulin et al. (2010). Compared with the Moulin et al. (2010) model, our
revised model requires an additional 20 km N-S component to initial rifting. Using the
geological evidence available to us, fracture-zone analysis has shown that mis-ties exist
within the Moulin model along the Guinean and Demeraran margins. For all nine
equatorial Atlantic fracture zones examined, the South American plate is too far south of
the piercing points on the African continental margin. Mis-ties range from 9 - 35 km.
Across other margins, the use of fracture zones and magnetic reversals are used as
complimentary datasets for such reconstructions. However, the equatorial Atlantic region
separated during the Cretaceous Normal Period, a 37-Ma-long ‘superchron’ which
creates difficulties in placing accurate ages on the oceanic crust and places greater
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importance on matching fracture-zone piercing points. We argue for a 20-km-northward
shift of the Guyana Shield, which reduces fracture zone mis-alignment (to 1 – 9 km) and,
thus, provides a better fitting model. To accommodate this shift, we introduce 20 km of
NNW-SSE Early Cretaceous (112 – 108 Ma) compression within the proto-Amazon
basin. Strong evidence for NNW-SSE Early Cretaceous compression along the Amazon
Basin is interpreted from both geologic and geophysical evidence (Matos and Brown,
1992; Gonzaga et al., 2000; Costa et al., 2001). Thus, this basin is interpreted as an area
of relative weakness separating two stable cratonic shields.
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Table and Figure Captions
Table 1: Revised South American microplate rotations. With the introduction of the
Guyana and Brazilian Shields we reduce fracture-zone mis-alignments and
produce a better fitting equatorial Atlantic reconstruction. Rotations are with
respect to a West Africa reference frame.
Figure 1: Map of the Guinean margin with both 2-D (blue lines) and 3-D seismic lines
(black boxes). Dashed black box is Survey C, a 3-D seismic dataset with
currently limited interpretation. The blue 2-D lines extend across the Guinea
Plateau (outline marked with dashed black line) and into the deeper marine
basin, where some lines intersect interpreted fracture zones (solid black lines) in
the oceanic crust. White circle shows the location of the GU-2B-1 well.
Annotations show the three main sub-divisions of the Guinea Plateau (the
Northern and Southern Guinean margins, and the 140-km-wide E-W margin).
Figure 2: Map of the Equatorial Atlantic, showing the magnetic reversal base map and
the fracture zones that were extended further towards the continental margins.
The current position of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is highlighted in green.
Magnetics map acquired from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
Figure 3: Map view of two 3-D seismic surveys (A and C) (Figure 1) on the Guinea
Plateau. Syn-rift-related faults are shown as colored planes, the strikes of which
have been highlighted in either blue, for smaller synthetic faults, or in orange for
the large >4-km-throw listric Baraka fault. Predominant strike directions are 320340⁰ (ESE to SE).
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Figure 4: Profile 1, a 145-km-long N-S 2-D seismic profile that images the deeper
oceanic basin. Vertical axis shown in seconds. The continental shelf is located
towards the north. The arrow highlights the intersection between the seismic
profile and the Doldrums Fracture Zone. We observe a prominent valley ~7 km
across, which has been filled by younger sediment. See text for additional
discussion. Length of profile shown is 110 km.
Figure 5: 110 Ma Pre-rift reconstruction of the equatorial Atlantic using the Moulin et al.
(2010) rotation parameters. Present-day shaded physiographic DEM image
placed on the continents. Significant offset errors exist northeast of the protoAmazon basin. Red arrows correspond to South American fracture zones, while
grey correspond to African fracture zones. Carets next to offset distances show
whether the South American fracture zones are too far north (^), or too far south
(v) of their African counterparts. Blue color between the continents are for the
present-day and currently submerged African and South American margins.
Proto-Amazon basin highlighted by dashed lines.
Figure 6: 110 Ma Pre-rift reconstruction of the equatorial Atlantic using the revised
model. 20 km of accommodation has been introduced in the Amazon Basin,
reducing mis-ties in the fracture zones. Blue color between the continents are
for the present-day and currently submerged African and South American
margins. Red arrows correspond to South American fracture zones, while grey
correspond to African fracture zones. Carets next to offset distances show
whether the South American fracture zones are too far north (^), or too far south
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(v) of their African counterparts. Blue color between the continents are for the
present-day and currently submerged African and South American margins.
Proto-Amazon basin highlighted by dashed lines. Proto-Amazon basin
highlighted by dashed lines.
Figure 7: Revised intraplate model for accommodation within GPlates. The former
Guyana microplate (Moulin et al., 2010) has been separated into two
microplates (Guyana Shield and Brazilian Shield), allowing accommodation
through the Amazon. Present day positions shown. Mercator projection.
Figure 8: Structurally-controlled sub-basins within the greater Amazon Basin. The
Amazon basin is bounded by the relatively stable Guyana and Brazilian Shields.
Adapted from De Costa et al. (2001).
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Microplate

Age (Ma)

Stage (Chron)

Latitude (deg)

Longitude (deg)

Angle (deg)

Guyana Shield

84

Santonian (C34)

61.66

-34.37

33.55

[Revised]

100

Top-Albian

56.77

-34.80

43.11

112

Albian - Aptian

53.10

-35.56

50.66

125

Aptian - Barremain (M0)

53.10

-35.56

50.66

84

Santonian (C34)

61.66

-34.37

33.55

106

Mid-Albian

55.43

-34.9

46.75

112

Albian - Aptian

54.27

-34.98

50.43

125

Aptian - Barremain (M0)

54.27

-34.98

50.43

84

Santonian (C34)

61.66

-34.37

33.55

106

Mid-Albian

55.43

-34.9

46.75

112

Albian - Aptian

54.27

-34.98

50.43

125

Aptian - Barremain (M0)

55.4

-36.31

49.95

84

Santonian (C34)

61.66

-34.37

33.55

106

Mid-Albian

55.43

-34.9

46.75

112

Albian - Aptian

54.27

-34.98

50.43

125

Aptian - Barremain (M0)

58.19

-38.71

48.76

84

Santonian (C34)

61.66

-34.37

33.55

106

Mid-Albian

55.43

-34.9

46.75

112

Albian - Aptian

54.27

-34.98

50.43

125

Aptian - Barremain (M0)

53.65

-35.44

51

Brazilian Shield

NE Brazil

Tucano

Sao Francisco
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APPENDIX B: RECONSTRUCTION OF THE GUINEA MARGIN: EVOLUTION
OF THE CONTINENT-OCEAN BOUNDARY
Russ Edge and Roy Johnson, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Abstract
The Guinea Plateau, situated within the equatorial Atlantic represents the final
point of separation of Africa from its conjugate margin, in South America, during Late
Jurassic to Cretaceous rifting to form the North and South Atlantic basins. Newly
available geophysical data, provided by Hyperdynamics Corporation, allows us to image
both the upper-crustal structure and stratigraphy across the margin. This study primarily
uses 2-D seismic profiles that image the plateau and the deeper marine basin, but also
incorporate details from two 3-D surveys on the Guinea Plateau. In gross concept we
interpret a flat-lying and relatively undeformed plateau. The continental slope is a zone of
focused, upper-crustal, mechanical rifting with 1 – 4 km-scale listric faults and associated
half-grabens. We calculate that in places, extension on the relatively narrow (< 50 km)
continental slope has exceeded 13 km (up to 39% extension). With oceanic crust imaged
on the 2-D data seaward of the shelf, we also define the continent-ocean boundary
(COB) along the margin. With both calculated values of extension and the present-day
location of the continent-ocean boundary, we ‘repair’ the margin and provide insight in
the paleo-COB location at the onset of Early Cretaceous rifting. Instead of using the
plateau shelf edge, as have previous paleogeographic reconstructions, we use the paleoCOB as a more representative continental boundary. Results show tectonically
unreasonable overlap (~60 km) of the conjugate continental margins with existing
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reconstruction models. Consequently, we present a revised model, with minimum overlap
and oceanic crust created initially at 110 Ma.

1. Introduction
1.1 Significance of Study
The Guinea margin, situated within the equatorial Atlantic represents the final
point of separation between Africa and South America during Late Jurassic to Cretaceous
rifting to form the North and South Atlantic oceanic basins. Despite its location in such a
tectonically interesting region, relatively little data have been published about the
Guinean continental margin. Consequently, most paleo-reconstructions to date are
limited, and all used the shelf edge of the conjugate plateaus as the margin to their
continental models (Bullard et al., 1965; Rabinowitz and LaBrecque, 1979; Nürnburg
and Müller, 1991; Moulin et al., 2010). While providing a first-order approximation, the
plateau shelf edge is not the most representative continental boundary. Instead, through
analysis of multiple geophysical datasets, this paper presents a more representative
location of the continent-ocean boundary, which provides a better fit between conjugate
margins in paleogeographic reconstructions.
The continent-ocean boundary, which by definition is situated between the
stretched continental crust and oceanic crust (Sayers et al., 2001), is interpreted by
identifying structural zones and reflection characteristics across the Guinean margin. We
also produce estimates of the amount of horizontal stretching that has occurred. By
providing quantitative estimates of the total strain (I.e. beta), we ‘repair’ the margin by
undeforming stretched continental crust, and shifting it back landwards into a pre-rift
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configuration. Subsequently, we hypothesise a more precise location of the paleocontinent-ocean boundary. Compared with the shelf edge, the continent-ocean boundary
is a more representative position of the pre-rift continental boundaries. This provides a
basis for future work to develop an increasingly accurate pre-rift configuration between
the South American and African plates.
In identifying structural zones across the Guinean shelf, we discuss extensional
processes and the overall evolution of the margin. Significant spatial coverage of newlyavailable high-resolution seismic data provides a much improved image of the stretched
upper-crust (< 10 km) of the margin. We provide insights into the pre-, syn-, and post-rift
depositional settings, in addition to the role the deeper lithosphere has on upper-crustal
structural styles and magmatic emplacement. Increased understanding of the evolution of
the Guinean margin provides a basis for better understanding into the establishment of
the equatorial seaway.

1.2 Geologic Overview
The Guinea Plateau is an extensive marginal platform that formed during the
Mesozoic, which protrudes up to ~300 km into the equatorial Atlantic. This prominent
bathymetric province is located offshore Guinea from 7 – 11˚N latitude along the West
African coastline (Figure 1). The plateau is formed of gently dipping, continentally
derived sedimentary rocks, and at a lithospheric scale, comprised of stretched, 20-kmthick continental crust (Davison, 2005). The Guinea Plateau, and its South Atlantic
conjugate margin, the Demerara Plateau located offshore Suriname and French Guiana,
represent the final points of separation between the African and South American
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continents. During Mesozoic rifting, opening of the Early Cretaceous equatorial seaway
resulted in connection of the North and South Atlantic basins by the Mid-Albian.
Furthermore, the Guinea Plateau represents an extensional-system divide between
the southernmost point of Jurassic North Atlantic rifting, and the northernmost point of
Cretaceous South Atlantic rifting (Nürnberg and Müller, 1991; Eagles, 2006; Müller et
al., 2008; Moulin et al., 2010). The Guinea Fracture Zone lineament marks the oceanic
crustal boundary that separates these two Atlantic rift systems (Figure 2). High resolution
bathymetric profiles and magnetic reversal data (NOAA, 2012) show the Guinea Fracture
Zone has an ESE - WNW orientation, which we associate with the North Atlantic rift
system (Bullard, 1965). South of the Guinea Fracture Zone, multiple younger fractures,
such as the Sierra Leone and Doldrums Fracture Zones, are observed to project from this
older lineament with a uniform ENE – WSW orientation. This is a noticeable change in
orientation from that of the North Atlantic rifting. These fracture orientations are related
to the South Atlantic rift system, which separated the African and South American
continental landmasses (Benkhelil et al., 1995; Poulsen et al., 2003; Moulin et al., 2010;
Edge and Johnson, 2013). Additionally, the Guinea Fracture Zone, to a first order,
controls the bathymetric shape of the Guinea Plateau itself. At ~9˚N, the latitude at which
the Guinea Fracture Zone intersects the West African margin (Jones and Mgbatogu,
1982; Jones, 1987), the Guinea Plateau is reduced from extending ~300 km westwards
from the Republic of Guinea coastline, to less than 150 km. The result is a sharp 140-kmlong, E-W-striking southern margin to the northern plateau segment (Figure 1), which
runs parallel to the Guinea Fracture Zone. South of ~9˚N, the reduced, 150-km-wide
continental plateau narrows to 50 km at 6 ˚N.
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Progressive rifting of Pangaea began during Jurassic opening of the North
Atlantic Basin. This was followed by southern Atlantic and then the equatorial Atlantic
opening in the Cretaceous. Throughout the Mesozoic, rifting was the dominant tectonic
event experienced across the Guinean margin. The oldest oceanic crust in the Guinean
margin from North Atlantic rifting, north of the Guinea Fracture Zone, is interpreted to be
Oxfordian (>155 Ma) in age (Basile et al., 2013). Despite rifting to the north of the
conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus, they remained connected until post-Aptian
(Early Cretaceous, < 112 Ma). Rifting was established in the southernmost South Atlantic
at ~130 Ma before propagating northwards towards the equatorial region (Moulin et al.,
2010). Existing paleo-reconstructions interpret that oceanic crust first formed between the
Guinea and Demerara Plateaus at ~112 Ma (Moulin et al., 2010), to as late as 98 Ma
(Benkhelil et al., 1995). Basile et al. (2013) suggested that a through-going ridge system
developed by 105 Ma. Müller et al. (2008) highlight this broad range by placing a 7 – 8
Ma uncertainty on the age of the initial oceanic crust. This range of uncertainty is high
compared to other areas of the Atlantic and is primarily due to a lack of magnetic
reversals during Early Cretaceous rifting. However, despite this uncertainty, the Guinea
Fracture Zone does juxtapose Late Jurassic oceanic crust (> 155 Ma) with latest Early
Cretaceous (98 – 112 Ma) crust (Benkhelil et al., 1995; Müller et al., 2008; Moulin et al.,
2010) (Figure 2). Passive margins developed throughout the Paleogene and Neogene,
after active rifting and complete separation between the Demerara and Guinea Plateaus.
Through thermal subsidence, kilometers-thick sedimentation was accommodated, both
from continentally derived and pelagic sources, which onlaps the syn-rift structures and
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buries them. Consequently, these syn-rift structures can only be imaged using
geophysical techniques.

1.3 Geophysical Datasets
Two 3-D seismic reflection datasets were collected offshore Guinea by
Hyperdynamics Corporation in 2010, and 464 2-D seismic profiles were acquired from
1974 to 2009 by Buttes Resources International, Inc., and Hyperdynamics (Figure 1).
Complementing these datasets are regional magnetic and gravity surveys that encompass
the Guinea Plateau, and one 1977 exploration well (GU-2B-1). Data from a second
exploration well drilled in 2013 has not yet been publically released.
The 3-D seismic reflection datasets, referred to as Surveys A and B are 125 x 25
km (3,125 km2) and 40 x 25 km (1,000 km2) in size, respectively. Both were collected
with 12.5-m-common-mid-point (CMP) spacing to provide high imaging resolution.
Survey A is located on the southeastern edge of the Guinean Plateau, east of the
prominent ~140-km-long southern plateau shelf edge (Figure 1). Oriented NW-SE, the
northwestern and southeastern parts of the survey are situated on the Guinea Plateau, and
this geomorphological setting accounts for ~2/3 of the dataset. The remaining ~1/3 to the
southwest is off the shelf edge, and situated within the deeper marine basin. In
comparison, Survey B (1,000 km2) is located completely on the plateau, northwest of
Survey A and north of, but close to, the prominent 140-km-long east-west shelf edge
(Figure 1). Both 3-D seismic reflection datasets are used to determine the detailed
structural geology of the margin, and also provide further constraint to margin
characteristics and rift style.
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The 2-D profiles vary substantially in quality. One-hundred and ten of the most
recently collected (2009) and highest-quality seismic profiles provide suitable resolution
of sedimentary sequences and structures to be used in this analysis. Eighty-three profiles
are at least partially located on the continental slope and in the deeper marine basin.
Positioned across ~390 km of the Guinean margin, these 83 deeper marine profiles
provide good spatial resolution. In addition to standard processing, the profiles have
undergone Post Stack Time Migration (PSTM), F-X deconvolution, and depthconversion using a smoothed velocity profile developed from the 2-D and 3-D surveys.
The 2-D profiles mainly are used to determine the structural nature of the continental
margin, in particular the continent-ocean boundary, outboard from the 3-D surveys.
We use Bouguer gravity anomaly data with spatial coverage as far outboard as
500 km. The Bouguer anomaly highlights differences in rock densities, which are
particularly noticeable between continental and oceanic crust. With gravity profiles
running off the shelf and into the deeper marine basin, positive inflections are measured
when sampling denser, oceanic crust. In addition, we use global magnetic data (NOAA,
2012) which highlights differences in magnetic susceptibility between predominantly
granitic continental crust and basaltic oceanic crust. Along with structural variations
imaged with the 2-D seismic profiles, these inflection points aid in determining the
precise continent-ocean boundary location.

1.4 Sedimentology and Structure of the Guinean Margin
Prior to the collection of recent geophysical datasets, little sedimentological or
structural information from the Guinea Plateau was available. Furthermore, only one well
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has been drilled on the plateau. This well (GU-2B-1) was drilled in 1977 by Buttes
Resources International, Inc., to a depth of 3,353 m. Barremian (Early Cretaceous, ~130
Ma) sedimentary rocks were the oldest units drilled. Several potential petroleum
reservoirs and source rocks were encountered, although commercial volumes of oil were
not found. With the lack of local geological data older than the Early Cretaceous, we look
elsewhere across the West African margin for geologic context.
The Pre-Cambrian West African Craton is exposed across a vast 2,500,000 km2
area within West Africa. This craton has been interpreted to be stable since 1,700 Ma
(Black et al., 1979; Villeneuve and Cornée, 1994). Partially overlying this Archaean
craton to the west is the Bové Basin: a ~50,000 km2 basin of Paleozoic rocks, onshore
Republic of Guinea. Earliest pre-rift sequences of the Guinean margin are best
represented by rocks of the Bové Basin. The basin is comprised of Lower Paleozoic
clastic sedimentary sequences, capped by younger pre-rift Jurassic carbonates, both of
which are exposed within southeastern Senegal and Republic of Guinea. Villeneuve et al.
(1993) used seismic reflection profiles to interpret that this basin, along with a
Carboniferous cover, extends offshore across the Guinea Plateau, and together thicken to
over 5 km.
The paleo-depositional environment along the West African margin was altered
throughout the Late Jurassic by North Atlantic rifting. Mascle et al. (1986) interpret that
the Guinea Plateau was located towards the southern extremity of this extensional
domain. Therefore, mechanical rifting is interpreted on the northern (>9˚N) segment of
the plateau, followed by thermal subsidence. Creation of accommodation space has
facilitated deposition of thick, wedge-shaped, Jurassic – Early Cretaceous platform
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carbonates on the shelf. These carbonates thicken westwards and northwestwards where
accommodation was greatest. Similar carbonates are deposited along the West African
margin to the north within the Senegal Basin: a ~700 km continuous onshore Mesozoic –
Cenozoic basin that runs from Dakar, Senegal, in the north, to the Guinea Fracture Zone
in the south (Figure 2). Rocks of the Senegal basin unconformably overlie rocks of the
older Bové Basin to the south. As part of the North Atlantic passive margin, Jurassic
carbonates are interbedded with shale sequences from periods of clastic influx to the
depositional system. The results are oil-prone source rocks interbedded with carbonate
reservoirs with 10-23% porosity (Davison, 2005). Consequently, this area, including the
proximal Guinea Plateau, is of high interest to the petroleum industry.
Rifting of the South and equatorial Atlantic occurred throughout the Early
Cretaceous. The depositional environment at the end of the Aptian (Early Cretaceous,
112 Ma) was one that had open marine conditions to the north, from ~40 Ma of rifting in
the North Atlantic, but an intra-continental setting to the south (Figure 3) (Moulin et al.,
2010). However, with little knowledge of the syn-rift lithologies on the Guinean margin,
we examine the Ivory Coast Basin, south along the West African margin, that has
undergone significant levels of exploration, drilling and stratigraphic interpretation.
The Ivory Coast Basin is located between the St. Paul and Romanche Fracture
Zones (Figure 2). Towards the westernmost part of the Gulf of Guinea province, the basin
differs from the Guinean margin with predominantly transtensional movement from
rifting between the African and South American continents (Pletsch et al., 2001).
Transform faulting has been interpreted to have been initiated during the Lower
Cretaceous. This allowed for the creation of pull-apart grabens similar in age (Albian)
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and style to those observed on the Guinean margin (MacGregor et at., 2003; Brownfield
and Charpentier, 2006; Jones et al., 2007). Here, beneath shallow and deeper waters are
Mid-Albian reservoirs. These lithologies vary from fluvial, fluvio-deltaic, and lacustrine,
before progressing to Late-Albian marine fan deposits (MacGregor et at., 2003). Tissot et
al. (1980) interprets that throughout Albian deposition (110 – 90 Ma), anoxic conditions
existed around the Gulf of Guinea as well as further north around the Guinea Plateau.
With formation of initial oceanic crust between the conjugate plateaus interpreted
to be Mid-Albian (Müller et al., 2008; Moulin et al., 2010; Basile et al., 2013),
mechanical rifting across the equatorial Atlantic diminished, giving way to a passive
margin undergoing thermal subsidence. The South Senegal Basin provides information
on the post-rift sedimentation of the Guinea Plateau (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2003;
Jones et al., 2007). Deposition of kilometer-thick post-rift material occurs throughout the
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic. This passive margin is comprised of both clastic rocks
and carbonates, which bury the syn-rift structures of the Guinea Plateau.

2. Methodology
2.1 Margin Characteristics and COB Location
We structurally analyse 83 depth-converted 2-D seismic profiles that cross the
Guinean margin from the plateau and extend into the deeper marine basin (Figure 4).
High-quality 3-D seismic surveys are used to provide depth control and an initial
structural interpretation that is expanded through the 2-D lines across the plateau. This
work locates the present-day continent-ocean crustal boundary. To further constrain the
continent-ocean boundary, we use the Bouguer gravity anomaly data, and global
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magnetic reversal data from NOAA (2012). In doing so, we observe the structural,
gravitational and magnetic variations that exist between the stretched continental crust
and oceanic crust. The present-day continent-ocean boundary location is mapped along
~390 km of the Guinean margin. This is an important step in determining the paleocontinent-ocean boundary.
We interpret the stratigraphy of the Guinean margin using the GU-2B-1 well, and
both the 2-D and 3-D seismic surveys. Further understanding of the stratigraphic
response to rifting is provided by both sedimentary lithologies and unconformities
interpreted in the seismic data. This allows for interpretations of margin paleobathymetry and depositional environments through the Cretaceous.

2.2 Extension Calculations
Prior paleo-geographical reconstructions have used the present-day shelf edge of
the plateaus to determine the separation distance of the landmasses (Bullard et al., 1965;
Rabinowitz and LaBrecque, 1979; Nürnburg and Müller, 1991; Moulin et al., 2010). This
paper instead uses the more representative paleo-continent-ocean boundary. A revised
paleo-continent-ocean boundary location enables us to establish an accurate pre-rift
configuration between the African and South American landmasses.
We interpret 54 high-quality 2-D seismic profiles and calculate the amount of
upper-crustal, brittle extension accommodated across each profile. From the 83 2-D
seismic profiles we considered initially, these 54 lines represent profile orientations that
are parallel or sub-parallel to the WSW extensional strain direction through the Early
Cretaceous (Eagles et al., 2007; Moulin et al., 2010). Calculated displacements of the
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pre-rift continental crust across each fault are projected to and summed along single 2-D
profiles. We provide extension estimates along ~390 km of the Guinean margin and
suggest an explanation of extensional strain variations. This paper uses these extension
values to ‘repair’ the mechanically-rifted continental crust, and return the current COB to
its paleo-position at the onset of Early Cretaceous rifting.

3. Seismic & Stratigraphic Analysis
3.1 3-D Fault Structure & Well Data
With limited data having been published on the Guinean margin, relatively little is
known about the margin structure. Previous 2-D seismic profiles do not provide the same
resolution or detail as the newly acquired 3-D seismic datasets. Only one exploration well
has been drilled on the Guinean margin (GU-2B-1).
The GU-2B-1 well is located on the southern edge of the Guinea Plateau, within
the northeastern part of Survey Area A (Figure 1), and was drilled to a depth of 3300 m.
Ages of formation tops in the well are provided by Ar-Ar dating and microfossil analysis.
Cuttings from the Lower Cretaceous’ Barremian stage (125 Ma) are the oldest rocks
sampled, and the lithology consists of predominantly pre-rift volcanic material and
resultant contact metamorphism up to the top of the Aptian (112 Ma) (Figure 5). Above
this older continental crust sits the earliest syn-rift deposits: a Lower Albian sequence,
consisting of claystone with high organic content and shale layers, progressing by midAlbian to claystones interbedded with evaporates. At the top of the Albian (98 Ma),
shallow marine sandstone deposition dominated. At a depth of 2202 m are Cenomanian
(94 Ma), post-rift claystone units and Turronian (89 Ma) claystones that are high in
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organic content (Davison, 2005; Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006). Stratigraphically
higher, the Lower Santonian is comprised of interbedded sandstones and shale. These
give way to sandstone and interbedded limestone in the Upper Santonian (84 Ma). Thick
deposits of limestone occur within the Paleocene and Eocene. Sand and silt strata are
observed to continue up to the present.
One of the most noticeable structures in 3-D Survey A is a large-scale listric
normal fault with 4 km of throw and down-dropped, pre-rift, continental crust in the
hanging wall (Figure 6). This fault has been named the Baraka fault. By mapping the
fault across Survey A, a northern segment is observed to have an ESE strike, which
trends more towards a SE strike in the south. The fault has a maximum dip of 50° to the
southwest, but shallows to ~25° at greater (7-8 km) depths. Although notoriously difficult
to clearly see in seismic profiles, there is a lack of evidence within the 3-D seismic data
for strike-slip displacement. Both the 3-D fault geometry and stratigraphic relations
support the interpretation of this structure as a listric normal fault. The deeper parts of the
hanging wall are interpreted to consist of pre-rift continental crust, which has pervasive
normal faulting throughout. An Aptian (112 Ma) age is provided from tying to horizons
of known ages in the GU-2B-1 well. Several discordant anomalies that may be intrusive
volcanics or vestiges of extrusive volcanic build-ups of similar age are located in the
hanging wall of the Baraka fault. Within 20 km of the Baraka fault, these probable
igneous anomalies are observed on the continental slope and are 800 – 1000 m wide with
vertical thicknesses up to 2000 m. None have been identified to exist on the Guinea
Plateau.
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Accommodation space created in the hanging wall of the Baraka fault has been
filled with continentally derived sedimentary rocks. The presence of growth strata within
these rocks suggests syn-deformational deposition, providing a timeline for when this
fault was active. A highly reflective, unconformable Albian (98 Ma) horizon is imaged
continuously across the fault block and over the fault, suggesting the fault became
inactive prior to this time. Despite this, a bathymetric step remains at the seafloor, with
the structure clearly marking the edge of the Guinea Plateau and the start of the deeper
continental slope. After mechanical rifting ceased, numerous inferred Albian volcanic
bodies developed within the deeper basin, away from the continental slope (Figure 1).
These bodies are generally 1 km wide and have heights of 600 – 900 m. The seismic data
show the Albian top as a clear unconformity and with these igneous anomalies, creates
topography that allows for the onlap of younger, post-rift sediments. Interpreted Albian
bodies are also revealed on the Guinea Plateau. In Survey B (Figure 1), these ~50 bodies
are between 400 – 1500 m in diameter and have distinct geometries, usually forming
conical shapes with vertical dimensions up to 500 m (McMillian, 2012).
At the Cretaceous – Cenozoic boundary, when the Guinea Plateau was a passive
margin, an apparent final episode of volcanic activity occurred. Consisting of > 30
individual bodies in Survey A, these cylindrical volcanic features are located on the
Guinea Plateau (McDougall et al., 2013). The widths of these cylindrical volcanic
features vary, but are between 0.5 – 2 km. The original vertical extents are unknown, as
the tops have likely been beveled off by the overlying Cretaceous unconformity. The
Cretaceous unconformity itself is cut by the stratigraphically higher, but high-relief,
Oligocene (34 Ma) unconformity.
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3.2 Margin-wide 2-D Structure
Eighty-three depth-converted 2-D seismic profiles were analysed and interpreted,
from which we highlight 5 that are representative of the structural variation across the
~390 km Guinean margin. Figure 4 shows the relative positions of these profiles (A – E)
on the margin. Interpreted surfaces in each of the profiles include the Top Aptian (112
Ma), Top Albian (98 Ma), Top Cretaceous (65 Ma), Mid -Oligocene unconformity (~30
Ma) and the water bottom, all of which have been mapped from the GU-2B-1 well.
Within each profile, we also interpret the main structural and stratigraphic features. Based
on these observations on all 83 profiles, we interpret the location of the continent-ocean
boundary.

3.2.1 Profile A
The 86-km-long, NE-SW-orientated, Profile A (Figure 6) is located towards the
southernmost edge of the Guinean margin (Figure 4). Two key horizons, the Aptian and
the Albian are shown to separate the margin into pre-, syn- and post-rift stratigraphic
sequences. From this 2-D profile, and Survey A (the 3-D seismic reflection dataset shot
in close proximity), we interpret that the pre-rift continental crust has been down-thrown
by at least four, kilometer-scale listric normal faults. These listric faults all dip seaward.
The largest of the four is the Baraka fault, traced from Survey A. This fault has a
maximum dip of 50˚ to the southwest at depths of 3 – 4 km, but shallows to ~25˚ at
greater depths (7 – 8 km).
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The Baraka fault down-drops the Aptian horizon, and the top of the pre-rift crust,
by over 4 km. This creates a significant wedge of accommodation space, which has been
infilled with large volumes of syn-rift sedimentary rocks which exhibit growth relations.
Further seaward, smaller-scale synthetic faults, as associated splays of the Baraka fault,
further cut the pre-rift crust. These three remaining faults down-drop the Aptian horizon
to depths of ~9 km. The Aptian horizon undulates, which is interpreted as paleotopography from erosive processes. Development of the Aptian unconformity had to be
prior to infilling of the syn-rift sedimentary rocks. Thickness of the syn-rift sedimentary
rocks varies across Profile A, but on the Guinea Plateau, a relatively constant 800 – 1,000
m thickness is maintained. On the continental slope, with the infilling of listric faults,
thicknesses increase, ranging between 1,000 and 4,000 m. Within the listric-faultcontrolled half-graben basins, specific syn-rift sedimentary-rock packages generate highamplitude reflections. These strongly reflective packages onlap each other in Profile A.
The observed relations are interpreted to be the result of pulses of tectonic subsidence,
sea level fluxuations, or a combination of the two.
The Albian horizon (98 Ma) caps the syn-rift deposits and marks the transition to
post-rift sedimentation. Kilometer-scale listric faults that cut the pre-rift continental crust
do not cut the Top Albian surface. Instead, the Albian drapes over these faults, forming
an angular unconformity with the syn-rift sediments. Tectonically, this period represents
the end of mechanical rifting on the margin, and the creation of oceanic crust further
seaward. The Albian horizon is picked at ~2 km depth on the northeastern most part of
the profile, before gradually increasing to depths of > 7 km within the deeper marine
basin. Post-rift sedimentary rocks thicken towards the deeper marine basin, ranging from
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less than 2 km thick on the shelf to over 4 km thick off the slope. Highlighted as the UK
sequence within Profile A (Figure 7), the Late Cretaceous sedimentary rocks are up to 3
km thick, before giving way to Cenozoic deposits, all of which are cross-cut by the highrelief Oligocene unconformity.

3.2.2 Profile B
The 93-km-long, NE-SW orientated Profile B (Figure 7) is located ~25 km
northward of Profile A along the Guinea Plateau shelf edge, and is within the northern
extent of Survey A (Figure 4). As in Profile A, five horizons have been mapped,
including the Aptian and Albian picks that separate the pre-, syn-, and post-rift
sequences. We interpret three listric faults within the continental slope, which can be
traced using other 2-D seismic profiles from the listric faults highlighted in Profile A.
Again, the most landward listric fault is the Baraka fault. Despite its location only ~25
km away from Profile A, the Baraka fault in Profile B has noticeably less displacement of
the Aptian horizon. Here, the Baraka fault only has a displacement of ~1 km, and is
similar in throw to the other listric faults imaged in this profile.
The high-amplitude Top Aptian pick has been down-dropped 3 to 4 km on the
shelf and up to 8 to 9 km within the deeper marine basin. Across Profile B, the Aptian
horizon truncates older reflectors, creating an angular unconformity.

Syn-rift

sedimentation was thicker by small amounts within the deeper marine basin. These 98 –
112 Ma deposits are slightly thinner on the Guinea Plateau than within Profile A, ranging
from 500 – 1,000 m, and thickening to ~2,000 m seaward. Onlap of reflectors is evident
within the syn-rift sequence, southwest of the most-seaward listric fault.
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The Albian horizon is not cut by the listric faults, but undulates more than in
Profile A. This is most evident within the southwestern extent of the profile, within the
deeper marine basin, where the Albian has ~600 m of domed relief. We interpret this as
an Albian-aged igneous build-up that created significant paleo-bathymetry. This allowed
for post-rift sedimentation to accumulate on the surrounding flanks and eventually over
this structure. Post-rift sequences can be as thick as 2,500 m on the shelf, and 3,000 m
thick within the marine basin. An Oligocene unconformity is interpreted, but in places,
active deep-sea gorges that carry material from the continent have eroded this horizon.
Profile B images the flanks of a ~20-km-wide, 100 km2 structure located on the
southern Guinean margin (Figure 8). Geometrically, this structure consists of highamplitude, seaward-dipping reflectors. This feature is interpreted to be Albian in age, as
syn-rift listric faults are present at similar stratigraphic levels. The reflectors have a
maximum dip of ~4-5˚, and do not become steeper seaward. Further landward, the
reflectors thin onto the high-relief Aptian paleo-topography, and are marked by a sharp
reduction in amplitude. Consequently, it is challenging to image the stratigraphic
relationships that would indicate the depositional nature of this feature. It is also
challenging to determine the direction of progradation. Using these observations, we
discuss the possible nature of formation, and the strength of each argument in a later
discussion (4.3 SDR Discussion).

3.2.3 Profile C
Profile C is the longest profile examined. At 230 km, this NE-SW profile images
the Guinea Plateau, the continental slope, and provides one of the farthest-reaching
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profiles within the deeper marine basin (Figures 4 and 9). Sixty kilometers north of
Profile B, it is located where the shelf edge changes orientation, from the predominant
NW-SE strike it had across the southern Guinean margin, to the ~140 km E-W margin
caused by the proximal Guinea Fracture Zone (Jones and Mgbatogu, 1982; Jones, 1987).
As part of the pre-rift sequences that are capped by the Top Aptian, the Jurassic horizon
(145 Ma) (purple color) on the Guinea Plateau, provides a clear angular unconformity
with the reflectors stratigraphically lower. This high-amplitude reflector, as well as the
Aptian reflector, is offset by 2 listric faults. The most seaward one is the lowdisplacement, tapered edge of the Baraka fault.
Displacements on this fault are difficult to determine using the Aptian pick, as the
Albian horizon is a highly erosive unconformity. The Albian has cut down-section and
eroded the top of this Aptian horizon and the uppermost section of the Baraka fault.
Therefore, it is difficult to determine the position of the Aptian surface within the
footwall. However, vertical displacements of ~1 km are imaged from the Jurassic pick.
The listric fault landward of the Baraka fault has a displacement of > 1.5 km. Syn-rift
sedimentation is 100 – 600 m thick on the shelf, considerably thinner compared to
Profiles A and B. As the Albian cuts the Aptian horizon on the continental slope, any
syn-rift sediments that were deposited have been completely eroded. In the other halfgraben, thicknesses of 1,200 m still remain. Southwest of the Baraka fault, the Albian
reflector changes its reflection characteristics. While still remaining a high-amplitude
reflection, it abruptly becomes chaotic and appears strongly faulted with sharp, > 1,500 m
changes in paleo-bathymetry. Some younger, post-rift reflectors are truncated by this
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paleo-bathymetry before covering this surface and burying it. Post-rift sedimentary rocks
on the shelf and slope have similar thicknesses to each other, rarely exceeding 2,500 m.

3.2.4 Profile D
The 79-km-long, N-S-oriented Profile D (Figure 4 and 10), is located ~90 km
along the prominent east-west margin from Profile C. As observed in Survey C, a highamplitude laterally-continuous pre-rift sequence is present, comprising Top Jurassic and
Top Aptian picks, with Early Cretaceous sediment (112 – 145 Ma) between. Structurally,
few faults are evident within this pre-rift section on the Guinea Plateau. Minor offsets
occur in a few locations, but if faults are present, we infer minimal offset. Only one major
listric fault is mapped, ~30 km past the plateau shelf edge, on the continental slope.
Unlike the faults interpreted within Profiles A, B and C, this fault is not striking
~SE, but rather E, matching the orientation of the shelf break. Using profiles across the
~60 km between Profile C and D, it appears that the Baraka fault tapers out, and the fault
within Profile D cannot be considered the same fault. A vertical displacement of 1 km is
measured across this fault, down-dropping both the Jurassic and Aptian horizons.
Towards the edge of the 2-D seismic line, CMP fold decreases, allowing significant noise
to be present in the dataset. Consequently, it is difficult to tell whether additional faults
seaward are present. We look to the high-amplitude Jurassic pick, which maintains a
relatively strong signal, despite the increased noise. As the Jurassic horizon is not offset
further, it suggests no additional significant faults are present on the continental slope.
The syn-rift sedimentary rocks are relatively thick, both on the continental shelf (1,000 –
1,200 m) and within the hanging wall of the listric fault (> 2,000 m). The Albian horizon
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is flat-lying until the continental slope, where it becomes undulated, particularly above
the listric fault. At this location the Albian horizon is interpreted to form the surface of an
inferred Albian igneous body. Post-rift sedimentation is thin on the continental slope
(1,000 – 1,700 m).

3.2.5 Profile E
The most northern 2-D seismic line, Profile E, is 103 km long and is orientated EW on the northern Guinea Plateau (Figure 4, 11). The profile is comprised of a large prerift section, with 1,500 to 4,500 m of Early Cretaceous sediment, thickening towards the
slope, which separates the Jurassic and Aptian horizons. This wedge of sediment is
considerably thicker than anywhere else on the Guinea Plateau. The Jurassic reflector, as
in Profiles C and D is revealed to truncate stratigraphically deeper reflectors, creating an
angular unconformity. However, the Aptian reflector in the profile does not, and appears
concordant with the deeper Early Cretaceous reflectors.
The Aptian reflector, like the Early Cretaceous and Jurassic reflectors, is revealed
to be cut by 7 small normal faults on the shelf. These faults individually drop the
horizons up to 200 m. A larger normal fault cuts the Aptian reflector at the shelf edge,
offsetting it by 1.2 km. Sedimentary rocks that would be syn-tectonic to South Atlantic
opening are up to 2,000 m thick on the plateau, and > 3,000 m within the fault-controlled
half-graben. The Albian reflector, similar to all other 2-D seismic lines, is not offset by
any of the faults and is relatively flat-lying. A very thin 98 Ma – present section is
observed, with thicknesses ranging from 2,000 m nearest the continent, to only 600 m at
the shelf edge.
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3.3 Extension Analysis
Results from published physical-model experiments were considered in order to
understand how different methods of calculating horizontal extension compare, and the
accuracy of each process. With listric faults revealed to structurally dominate the Guinea
margin (Profiles A – E), we considered results from physical experiments with classic
listric-fault geometries (Dula, 1991; Mitra, 1993; Poblet and Bulnes, 2005).
Poblet and Bulnes (2005) used eight previously published techniques for
measuring extension and tested them against two different listric-fault models from Dula
(1991) and Mitra (1993). Of the models tested, Poblet and Bulnes (2005) highlight that
the most accurate estimate of extension is derived from the ‘maximum displacement’
method of Chapman and Williams (1984) for the Dula (1991) model. In this case, the
maximum displacement method provides a negligible difference (< 2-3%) between
calculated and observed values of extension. This method also provides reasonable
results relative to the other seven extension calculations tested by Poblet and Bulnes
(2005) using the Mitra (1993) model. The maximum displacement calculation (Chapman
and Williams, 1984), when applied to the Guinean margin, involves measuring the
amounts of displacement along listric normal faults (Figure 12) for each seismic transect.
The Chapman and Williams (1984) maximum displacement calculation assumes that
listric faults sole into a relatively flat-lying décollement above a ductile regime (Blaich et
al., 2011), and any displacement observed on the steeper-dipping segment of a listric
fault can be thought to propagate to the décollement. Since individual listric faults are
interpreted to sole into the same master décollement (Chapman and Williams, 1984),
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individual displacements are summed to calculate total extension. On the Guinea margin,
listric normal faults are interpreted to sole into a master décollement consistent with the
physical models of Dula (1991) and Mitra (1993) and thus we use the ‘maximum
displacement’ approach of Chapman and Williams (1984) to estimate rift-related
extension.

3.4 Extension Results
To characterise the brittle upper-crustal extension observed along ~390 km of the
Guinean margin, we provide results for 54 2-D seismic lines (Table 1). These lines are
perpendicular to the margin, and extend onto the continental slope, past the plateau shelf
break. To organise the results we use distances from the southernmost profile (Figure 4).
Therefore, values of distance increase northwards (Table 1). The spacing between 2-D
seismic lines commonly is ~4 km. However, gaps within the dataset exist: from 146 to
201 km, and further north between 250 and 322 km. These gaps relate to the curvatures
along the shelf edge, where little seismic reflection data with sufficient quality for this
analysis have been acquired. Within the compilation (Table 1) the length of each seismic
line is provided, along with widths of the mechanically rifted margin. This width is taken
from the furthest landward listric fault, often found at the shelf break, to the most
seaward one. This allows for analysis of beta values within the observed zone of
mechanical rifting. Lines might not image the whole rift zone, so values provided are
occasionally less than the true width and thus represent minimum extension values.
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We used the maximum displacement method (Chapman and Williams, 1984; Poblet and
Bulnes, 2005) on the down-dropped Aptian horizon, to provide the most accurate
estimations of extension. Extension is summed on multiple listric faults that are
interpreted to belong to the same overall system. In order to provide comparison between
the different lengths of profile line, we calculate beta values across the mechanically
rifted margin, by dividing current transition length by the pre-rifted, original length. The
raw data is presented in Table 1:
Profiles A-E also have been highlighted within Table 1, complete with extension
calculations from the mapped faults. These results are presented in Figure 13, which
shows the extension amount across each profile line. Across the southern Guinean
margin, we observe both the mechanically rifted zone (> 45 km), and the largest
magnitude extension across it (> 10,000 m). This area of largest extension is focused
around the central section of the Baraka fault. It is across these 2-D lines, 38 – 49 km
from the southern extent of this analysis, that the beta value is greatest (1.39). Towards
the tips of the Baraka fault, as revealed in Profile B (Figure 8), extension and beta values
decrease (3,550 m; 1.09, respectively). The northern Guinean margin (> 9˚N), has either a
high-relief Albian horizon, or is obscured by noise that masks the Aptian reflector,
resulting in some profile lines (138 – 215 km; 250 – 322 km) having no measurable
extension. Where we can calculate extension, it is significantly reduced from the majority
of seismic lines analysed across the southern margin. Beta values are generally consistent
with values of extension. However, across some lines (331, 340, 349 km from southern
margin) beta values are high, as a result of the data imaging a small, unrepresentative
portion of the mechanically rifted margin.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Upper-Crustal Structure & Extension
Within the 2-D and 3-D seismic datasets that image the Guinea Plateau, there is
no evidence of any large-scale normal faults that appear related to equatorial Atlantic
opening. Instead, landward of the shelf edge, the plateau is relatively undeformed.
Although there is substantial evidence for early volcanism, large-volume igneous
emplacements are not identified on the plateau. Less than 50 Albian igneous (intrusive or
volcanic) bodies are also interpreted on the plateau in Survey B, but these are small in
size (McMillian, 2012). Younger apparently cylindrical bodies, not related to South
Atlantic rifting, are observed stratigraphically higher in Survey A (McDougall and
Johnson, 2013). The plateau ends abruptly above the Baraka fault, which represents the
furthest landward kilometer-scale normal fault across the southern Guinean margin
(Profiles A and B). Bathymetrically, this signifies the shelf edge of the plateau, before
entering the continental slope.
It is within the continental slope that essentially all upper-crustal extension across
the margin is accommodated. This has occurred along the Baraka fault and numerous
other kilometer-scale listric normal faults, which further down-drop the Aptian pre-rift
crust as rotated fault-controlled blocks (Figure 12). A lack of data deeper than ~10 km
prevents imaging of a hypothesised décollement into which these listric faults sole. At 4 –
9 km depth, these faults form half-grabens, which are filled with syn-tectonic
sedimentary rocks. Reflections from these sedimentary rocks show that they are rotated
growth strata. Volcanic rocks may be present in the form of sills, dikes and stocks, but
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are difficult to image. Such magmatic emplacements are limited in extent across the
slope, but Aptian and Albian igneous and volcanic bodies are inferred to exist. Within
Survey A and the Baraka half-graben, several inferred igneous anomalies are imaged as
part of the syn-rift package. Within Survey C, other interpreted igneous bodies are
located in close proximity to large-scale listric normal faults (Ken Nibblelink, pers.
comm). We infer that these listric faults might have acted as conduits for upwelling of
buoyant magma during mechanical rifting.
On the Demerara Plateau, large-scale refraction and reflection surveys show the
continental slope to be a zone of intense crustal thinning (Greenroyd et al., 2007).
Greenroyd et al. (2007) interpret that whole-crustal thicknesses decrease from 21 km on
the plateau (landward of the shelf edge) to 10.6 km at the continent-ocean boundary. A
~60 to 70-km-wide continental slope accommodates all of this thinning. The width of this
continental slope is similar to the width we infer on the conjugate, southern Guinean
margin. We interpret the upper-crustal mechanically-rifted listric faults and rotated halfgrabens on the Guinean margin to be in an analogous zone of localised extensional strain
associated with crustal thinning. In contrast, minimal crustal thinning is interpreted on the
Demerara Plateau, and we find little evidence of upper-crustal extension on the Guinea
Plateau. Greenroyd et al. (2007) interpret gradual lower-crustal thinning between the
Suriname shoreline and the shelf edge. Above this, upper-crustal thicknesses remain
relatively constant.
From a regional tectonic perspective, Early Cretaceous extension was greatest
across the southern Guinean margin (south of 9˚N), which was part of the South Atlantic
rift system (Figures 1 and 13). We interpret this as the reason for such high magnitudes of
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slip along the Baraka and other relatively large-scale listric normal faults in that region.
Extension is much less across the northern Guinean margin (north of 9˚N), which was
north of new oceanic crust formation and interpreted South Atlantic rifting (Figures 1 and
13). The Guinea Fracture Zone marks the northern extent of South Atlantic rifting.
Seismic profiles located 60 km north of the Guinea Fracture Zone show reduced
extension magnitudes (< 2,500 m along interpreted faults). Extension across all profiles
on the northern plateau diminishes with greater distance from the South Atlantic rift
system. In comparison, the southern Guinean margin is located within this rift setting and
has undergone substantial extension (~14,000 m along interpreted faults) as part of a 50to 60-km-wide zone of upper-crustal extension. Reduced magnitudes along the 140-kmlong east-west margin, at the northern extent of South Atlantic rifting, are explained by a
lack of north-south-oriented extension as the conjugate margins separated. We interpret a
more transtensional regime across this section of the slope. However, with only a few 2D seismic lines along this part of the margin, it has proven difficult to observe such
complicated displacements.
Multiple 2-D seismic profiles on the Demerara Plateau show that its eastern flank
has undergone large-scale block rotations controlled by the presence of several normal
faults that exhibit lower dips at depth (Gouyet et al., 1994). These faults strike northwestsoutheast. This is similar to the orientation observed on the formerly coupled southern
Guinean margin. Only a few wells have been drilled within this eastern margin, but the
fault-controlled basins are interpreted to accommodate Albian syn-rift strata. Conjugate
to the 140-km-long east-west Guinean margin, the northern flank of the Demerara
Plateau has significantly less extensional faulting (Gouyet et al., 1994). Similar to our
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interpretation of the east-west margin of the Guinean Plateau, Gouyet et al. (1994) and
Greenroyd et al. (2007) interpret a greater component of dextral-shear displacement.

4.2 Continent-Ocean Boundary
To locate the boundary between stretched continental crust and oceanic crust, we
analysed 2-D seismic profiles that imaged the deeper marine basin. At ~240 km in length,
and extending the furthest into the marine basin, Profile C (Figure 9) shows that major
listric normal faults are not observed seaward of the continental slope. Revealed instead
are chaotic reflectors with abrupt > 1,500 m changes in paleo-bathymetry, which are
interpreted as faulted, basaltic rocks and possible mafic intrusions (Turner and Wilson,
2009; Greenroyd et al., 2007). This abrupt change in characteristics marks the transition
from highly-attenuated continental crust to oceanic crust.
Including Profile C, seven seismic profiles image significant portions of the
inferred Albian oceanic crust. Other profiles are interpreted to image oceanic crust near
the ends of their profile lengths and they also reveal chaotic reflections, presumably from
faulted oceanic crust. To strengthen interpretations of the location of the continent-ocean
boundary, we use gravity and magnetic profiles coincident with the seismic data. Profiles
along 2-D seismic lines exhibit increased, positive Bouguer gravity values when crossing
the continent-ocean boundary into oceanic crust. The inflection point to this increased
Bouguer gravity signature corresponds closely with the chaotic reflections imaged in the
2-D seismic profiles. There is no clear signature in the magnetic data that definitively
demarcates the continent-ocean boundary between oceanic crust and continental crust.
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In order to develop insight into the pre-rift configuration of the conjugate margins, it is
necessary to locate the continent-ocean boundary not just on the Guinean margin, but also
on the Demerara margin. With only a few published 2-D seismic profiles imaging
sufficiently far off the Demerara shelf, uncertainty is higher. However, additional
constraints are offered from Gouyet et al. (1994) and Greenroyd et al. (2007), who
interpret greater extension along the eastern flank of the Demerara Plateau compared with
the northern flank. Similar to the Guinean margin, we interpret a more accurate
continent-ocean boundary that is located further outboard from the shelf edge.

4.3 Discussion of Seaward Dipping Reflectors
South of Profile B, as part of the mechanically rifted margin, is a ~100 km2 zone
of anomalous lens-shaped, high-amplitude reflections that dip 4-5˚ seaward (Figure 9).
This reflection sequence is characterised by relatively thick, continuous units that become
more chaotic seaward. The reflections onlap onto older syn-rift rocks and are, therefore,
interpreted to be Albian in age. With seismic resolution insufficient for the analysis of
detailed stratigraphic relationships, the nature and style of formation of this lens-shaped
zone is unclear. We consider two interpretations that have similar characteristics, and the
implications of each. The first is the possibility that this reflection package is the result of
large quantities of sub-aerial flood volcanism that erupted during active rifting and
subsequently became buried in sediments on the continental slope. The second possibility
is that the reflections are from deep-sea sedimentary fans that have bypassed the
continental shelf, depositing on the outer edges of the slope. The existence of one or the
other has significant implications for regional lithospheric extension models.
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The term ‘Seaward Dipping Reflectors’ (SDRs) is used in the literature to
describe the geometry observed from kilometer-thick flood volcanic flows that erupted
onto the continental slope and are prominent in seismic data from some rifted margins
(e.g., White et al., 1987; Larsen et al., 1994; Sanders et al., 1996; Menzes et al., 2002;
Franke, 2012). Therefore, we keep this naming convention. Common characteristics of
SDRs include seismic velocities that are > 4.5 km/s (White et al., 1994), reflectors that
top lap onto the continental slope, and rotations of volcanic flows with depth, with dips
increasing towards the ridge axis (Larsen et al., 1994). Consequently, flow thicknesses
increase towards the continent-ocean boundary (Larsen et al., 1994; Sanders et al., 1996;
Franke, 2012). Palmason (1981) interprets an asthenospheric source for the basaltic flows
that progrades towards the continental slope from a nascent ridge fissure. In general, the
thickest emplacements are interpreted within a 3- to 10-km-wide, linear rift-axis zone.
With younger flows experiencing no loading when first erupted, they are emplaced at a
relatively shallow angle. However, with time and an increase in overburden, flow
packages are deformed and begin to develop steeper dips. The result is a feathering
pattern of reflectors that exhibit increased dip magnitudes towards the rift axis. In
comparison, these basaltic flow layers are often rotated steeper than any sedimentary fan
deposited on the continental slope.
Prominent characteristics of deep-sea fans are somewhat analogous to those of
SDRs, with a few noticeable differences. Commonly, fans have lower dips associated
with them, and exhibit ‘on-lap’, rather than top-lap relationships onto the continental
slope. Furthermore, as these clastic sediments are continentally derived, they flow away
from the continental shelf into the deeper marine basin. Therefore, reflector packages are
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observed to propagate away from the shelf. Finally, the relative ages of the fans often can
be used to differentiate between these structures and SDRs. Kilometer-scale basaltic
flows are only observed as part of the syn-rift package, at the onset of formation of
oceanic crust (Larsen et al., 1994). In contrast to SDRs, fans can be located within the
syn-rift deposits, but also as part of the later post-rift sedimentary rocks (MacGregor et
at., 2003; Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006).
While propagation direction and sequence stratigraphies are challenging to
interpret from the Guinean seismic data, seismic lines do reveal the structure to have
relatively shallow internal dips (4-5˚) and a lack of seaward rotation. Furthermore, when
SDRs are interpreted on continental margins, the volumes emplaced are magnitudes
larger than what we image here (~120 km3). SDRs are up to 15-km-thick across many
margins around the world (Menzes et al., 2002). Such thicknesses result in estimated
emplaced volumes that can range from 0.6 x 106 km3 on the South African and Namibian
Atlantic margin (Gladczenko et al., 1998), to ~2.7 x 106 km3 on the US eastern seaboard
(Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995; Franke, 2012). For the Guinean margin to have
comparable volumes to those imaged and drilled on other margins, these structures would
need to be present across the entire ~390 km of seismically imaged continental slope. Our
data do not show such widespread, highly-reflective packages. Similarly, multiple
seismic lines on the conjugate Demerara margin show no evidence of SDRs on the
continental slope (Gouyet et al., 1994; Greenroyd et al., 2007).
On the Guinea margin, the deep-sea fan interpretation better fits the observed
data. Furthermore, similar high-amplitude, low-angle structures have been drilled further
south, along the Sierra Leone, Liberian and Ivory Coast margins. Drilling into these
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structures has revealed Lower and Upper Cretaceous sandstones along the length of the
West African and Gulf of Guinea margin. As they are situated on the outer continental
slope, these sandstones are interpreted to have been deposited as part of a deep-sea fan
system (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006); the features imaged on the Guinea margin
appear to be the same.

4.4 Stratigraphic Response to Atlantic Opening
An unconformable Aptian horizon (112 Ma) is well imaged in Survey A, Profiles
A-C (Figures 7, 8 and 10) and multiple other 2-D seismic lines across the southern
Guinean margin. We interpret this unconformity as a clear stratigraphic response to onset
of the similarly aged equatorial rift. These unconformities relating to the onset of rifting
are observed on margins globally, leading Franke (2012) to assign this stratigraphic
relationship as a ‘rift-onset unconformity’. Such unconformities are interpreted to result
from hotter than usual asthenosphere beneath the rift zone. Mantle and crustal uplift
results during initial rift onset (Falvey, 1974). In offshore Guinea, the Aptian - Albian
unconformity represents a period of uplift. This caused the current Guinea and Demerara
Plateaus to most likely be sub-aerial, and subject to vigorous erosion at the Aptian –
Albian boundary (112 Ma).
Stratigraphically higher, the top Albian (98 Ma) horizon provides another regional
unconformity. We attribute this unconformity again to a stratigraphic response to rifting,
and consider the Aptian – Albian unconformity as the ‘break-up unconformity’ (Franke,
2012). This unconformity truncates syn-rift sedimentary rocks in the listric-faultcontrolled basins, differentiating them from the post-rift sediments that drape over these
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structures (Profiles A-C). Explanation of such an unconformity, and what it implies about
the paleo-environment on a margin, remains controversial. Falvey (1974) attributes a
short, but abrupt uplift on the rift flanks to a flexural rebound event following separation,
while others suggest the cause is a pulse of convective upwelling of the lithosphere and
mantle (e.g. Franke, 2012). Both models involve sub-aerial paleo-topography. Followed
by a period of thermal subsidence, these erosional unconformities could have later been
exacerbated locally by deep-sea currents and their erosive abilities.
On the east-west and northern Guinean margins, we do not observe an obvious
Aptian – Albian angular unconformity (Figures 10 and 11), but rather a horizon that is
concordant with older Lower Cretaceous sedimentary rocks. However, some small-scale
faults do cut the Aptian - Albian horizon. Furthermore, the Jurassic - Cretaceous horizon
exhibits unconformable relations and cuts across older units. Thus, here we interpret the
Late Jurassic horizon (145 Ma) as a ‘break-up unconformity’, like the Aptian – Albian
unconformity in the south, but instead related to North Atlantic rifting. As discussed
within our extension analysis, we attribute this to a progressive change in rift domains,
from South Atlantic rifting in the south to more dominant North Atlantic rifting on the
northern Guinea Plateau.
Seismic data from the east-west segment and the northern Guinean margins
(Figure 1) show a regional top Albian (98 Ma) angular unconformity. With this part of
the margin believed to have experienced significantly less extension from the South
Atlantic rift system compared with the southern Guinea Plateau, a top Albian ‘break-up
unconformity’ proves difficult to explain within the bounds of traditional sub-aerial
erosion interpretations, especially when a vigorous Aptian – Albian (112 Ma) ‘break-up
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unconformity’ is not evident. A solution could involve the erosive power of deep-sea
currents after equatorial opening, and when the North and South Atlantic Basins first
connected and circulated. Therefore, for the northern Guinea Plateau, this would explain
the presence of a North Atlantic Jurassic-aged ‘break-up unconformity’ with thermal
subsidence accommodating thick Early Cretaceous post-rift sediments, and the presence
of a top Albian (98 Ma) angular unconformity.

4.5 Plate Configuration
Previous attempts at plate reconstructions between the conjugate-plateau margins
have resulted in geologically unreasonable overlaps and uncertainty over the timing of
rift initiation (e.g., Nurnberg and Muller, 1991; Moulin et al., 2010). In order to better
analyse this region, we use a plate model modified from Edge and Johnson (2013), where
aligning fracture zones and reducing error provided additional constraints and further
insight into the pre-rift configuration of the conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus.
Based on the model of Moulin et al. (2010), this earlier model provided a better fit in the
equatorial Atlantic by shifting the Demerara Plateau northwards with respect to West
Africa. All reconstruction work was performed using the open-source GPlates software
(GPlates.org).
Prior work to determine an accurate pre-rift fit used the shelf edges of both
plateaus as the points of contact between the plates (Bullard et al., 1965; Rabinowitz and
LaBrecque, 1979; Nürnburg and Müller, 1991; Moulin et al., 2010). In contrast, we use
the paleo-continent-ocean boundary along the Guinean and Demerara margins.
Consequently, this reconstruction provides a more accurate configuration by using more
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representative continental plate boundaries. By calculating extension amounts across the
highly-stretched, mechanically rifted continental slope, we remove this upper-crustal slip
from the present-day continent-ocean boundary. This provides an estimated paleocontinent-ocean boundary location (Figure 13). By reducing extension on the slope, this
paleo-continent-ocean boundary represents the interpreted position of continental crust
before rifting was established, and provides a more accurate pre-rift configuration.
Our extension analyses (described in a previous section) show the greatest
extension (~14 km) on the southern Guinean margin to be around the Baraka fault.
However, extension decreases as this fault tapers out both to the north and south. This
results in calculated upper-crustal extension estimates across the rest of the margin that
are less than 4 km. Using these calculations, we align the paleo-continent-ocean
boundaries from the Guinea and Demerara margins to produce a preferred pre-rift fit,
where there is minimal modeled overlap and/or underlap of the continental boundaries. It
is important to note that we have not altered Upper Cretaceous or Cenozoic South
Atlantic seafloor spreading rates to achieve optimal fit. The Upper Cretaceous and
Cenozoic spreading rates have remained rather constant throughout South Atlantic rift
history (38 – 41 mm/yr). Therefore, in separating the pre-rift position of the plateaus, we
revise the age of initiation of oceanic crust. We apply forward modeling at time
increments of 0.2 Ma using a Least Absolute Value (L1) approach, where each area of
overlap or underlap is summed to provide an overall error value. We provide equal
weighting to both overlapping and underlapping paleo-continent-ocean boundaries as
both are equally undesirable.
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The Moulin et al. (2010) model, reconstructed to a pre-rift fit (at 112 Ma),
provides geologically unreasonable overlap of the paleo-continent-ocean boundaries
between the conjugate plateaus. Indeed, across the east-west margin the overlap of the
continent-ocean boundary based on our data is ~40 km. Overlap increases to ~60 km
across the southern Guinean margin (Figure 14). Using our reconstruction for the forward
model, an age of 109.8 Ma provides a pre-rift configuration that produces minimal
continent-ocean-boundary overlap and/or underlap error (2,398 km2). In effect, this
separates the plateaus somewhat more compared to prior models (Figure 15). The model
at 110 Ma produces a similarly close fit (2,529 km2). Results at both 109 Ma and 111 Ma
have significantly higher errors (7,998 km2 and 7,889 km2, respectively) as the result of
either complete underlap or complete overlap. At 110 Ma, our calculated overlap is
reduced to < 8 km along the east-west margin, and 0 – 25 km along the southern Guinean
margin. Although not a perfect match, we believe this reconstruction is more geologically
reasonable. Therefore, we infer initiation of seafloor spreading to be ~110 Ma with a
steady spreading rate of ~40 mm/yr until the Santonian (83 Ma). As equatorial Atlantic
rifting and the first oceanic crust developed during the Cretaceous Normal Superchron,
significant (7 – 8 Ma) uncertainty exists around the timing of initial formation of oceanic
crust (Müller et al., 2008). For example, Benkhelil et al. (1995) interpret oceanic crustal
formation as late as 98 Ma. Therefore, an initiation age of 110 Ma is well within
uncertainty limits. Running the model forward, we interpret that a through-going ridgetransform-ridge system existed by 106 – 107 Ma, similar to the 105-Ma age proposed by
Basile et al. (2013).
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5. Conclusions
By 110 Ma, the conjugate margins of the Guinea and Demerara Plateaus
represented the final point of separation between the African and South American
continents, and allowed for opening of the north-propagating equatorial seaway. We use
2-D and 3-D seismic data, gravity profiles and magnetic surveys to image the Guinea
Plateau, continental slope and deeper oceanic basin to show little upper-crustal
mechanical deformation on the plateau, but a zone of intense extension in the continental
slope. Two-dimensional seismic lines image kilometer-scale listric normal faults that
down-dropped the pre-rift, Aptian-Albian unconformity by ~4 km. Prior research on
other margins has suggested similar continent-ocean extensional transition zones with
large-scale listric normal faults (Pickup et al., 1996; Sayers et al., 2001; Menzes et al.,
2002; Blaich et al., 2011; Franke, 2012). Across the continent-ocean boundary, these
listric normal faults abruptly cease and give way to often deformed and normal-faulted
oceanic crust, blanketed by post-rift sedimentary assemblages in the deeper marine basin.
Within a number of 2-D seismic profiles of our research area, reflections are
imaged with dips toward the deeper marine basin. Located on the continental slope, these
reflections have some similar characteristics to drilled flood basalts on other margins,
which have been identified as Seaward Dipping Reflectors (SDRs). However, without
steeper or progressively rotated reflectors, and with a volume that is orders of magnitude
smaller than other interpreted SDR examples, we suggest that these depositional features
are deep-sea fans. These features have similar reflection characteristics to similar
structures that have been drilled and produce oil elsewhere along the West African
margin (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006). On the Guinean margin, we interpret low
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magmatic emplacement volumes, analogous perhaps to the margin of the Iberian
Peninsula. With little volcanism associated with North Atlantic rifting, this margin has
been classified under the Pickup et al. (1996) and Franke (2012) criteria as ‘magmapoor’. Magma-poor margins, unlike their counterparts, ‘magma-rich’ margins, show no
evidence of the greater than 10-km-thick flood basalts (SDRs) that flow onto the margin.
In magma-rich margins, underlying mantle plumes are postulated to have raised the
mantle temperature by 150 – 200˚ C and allowed for greater partial melting and
decompression melting (White and McKenzie, 1989). On the Guinean margin, as in other
‘magma-poor’ rift settings, large-scale plume-related magmatism is absent, although this
margin clearly has a history of less prolific syn- and post-tectonic volcanism.
Extension estimates derived from 54 seismic lines that span ~390 km along the
Guinean margin range from ~14 km near (or at) the Baraka fault, to < 4 km at the edges
of the southern Guinean margin. On the northern and east-west margins (Figure 13),
extension magnitudes are typically < 2 km. On the northern plateau, this is interpreted as
a reduced influence of the South Atlantic extensional system. On the east-west Guinean
margin, we interpret that more transtensional motion occurred during rifting. Similar
interpretations were made previously for its South Atlantic conjugate margin (Gouyet et
al., 1994). We argue that the extension-removed continent-ocean boundary provides the
most representative continental boundary in restorations of the pre-rift configuration.
Our revised paleo-reconstruction suggests that previous attempts to fit the African
and South American conjugate margins in the equatorial Atlantic created geologically
untenable overlaps of the plates. The Moulin et al. (2010) reconstruction causes the
continent-ocean boundaries of the Guinean and Demeraran margins to overlap by ~60
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km. We increase the pre-rift separation of the plateaus, and reduce misalignment to ~5
km on the east-west flank, and 0 – 25 km on the southern margin (Figure 15). In keeping
Mid-Ocean-Ridge spreading rates constant (40 mm/yr), we interpret oceanic crust to be
first formed at 110 Ma. Prior research has placed a wide range on initial formation of
oceanic crust, with interpretations ranging from 98 – 112 Ma (Benkhelil et al., 1995;
Moulin et al., 2010). We hypothesise that a through-going ridge-transform-ridge system
was fully developed by 106 – 107 Ma.
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Table and Figure Captions
Table 1: Extension results from the 54 2-D seismic profile lines examined along the
Guinean margin. Annotations: [CS] Continental Slope, which is the zone of
mechanically-rifted extension.
Figure 1: Map of the Guinean margin with both 2-D (blue lines) and 3-D seismic lines
(black boxes). Dashed black box is Survey C, a 3-D seismic dataset with
currently limited interpretation. The blue 2-D lines extend across the Guinea
Plateau (outline marked with dashed black line) and into the deeper marine
basin, where some lines intersect interpreted fracture zones (solid black lines) in
the oceanic crust. White circle shows the location of the GU-2B-1 well.
Annotations show the three main sub-divisions of the Guinea Plateau (the
Northern and Southern Guinean margins, and the 140-km-wide E-W margin).
Figure 2: Simplified geologic map of the major West African basins. Black dots represent
Pre-Cambrian Shields, Red cross-hatches are Paleozoic Basins, and Yellow
hatch are Mesozoic Basins. Dashed white lines are interpreted fracture zones.
North and South Atlantic spreading direction shown. Abbreviations: [RS]
Reguibat Shield, [ICS] Ivory Coast Shield, [BB] Bové Basin, [SMB] South
Mauritanides Basin, [ICB] Ivory Coast Basin, [GP] Guinea Plateau, [GFZ]
Guinea Fracture Zone.
Figure 3: 110 Ma (Early Albian) pre-rift fit of the equatorial Atlantic based on the plate
reconstruction by Edge and Johnson (2013). Black lines represent inferred
micro-plates within the continents, which accommodate intra-plate deformation.
Dashed white lines approximate the extent of oceanic crust. Outlines for the
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conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus shown. Dashed box highlights the
regional extent of oceanic flow modeling and, broadly, to the scope of
conducted research.
Figure 4: Map of the Guinea Plateau showing all high-quality 2-D seismic lines.
Highlighted are Profiles A-E (Figures 7, 8, 10, 11, 12). Outline of 3-D seismic
surveys A and B are shown by black boxes.
Figure 5: Generalised stratigraphic column based off the GU-2B-1 well on the southern
Guinean margin. Major horizons are highlighted. Unconformities are indicated
by wavy lines with topography.
Figure 6: Depth-converted Profile A. Both uninterpreted and interpreted sections are
provided. Key horizons have been shown. [Red] represents pre-rift material,
[Yellow] syn-rift sediment, [Green] and [Blue] post-rift sedimentation,
separated by the Oligocene unconformity. Interpreted large-scale listric faults
are shown with black dotted lines. The Baraka fault is the most landward listric
fault. Abbreviations: [WB] Water Bottom, [SB] Sequence Boundary, [UC]
Unconformity. Location shown in Figure 4.
Figure 7: Depth converted Profile B. Both uninterpreted and interpreted sections are
provided. Key horizons have been shown. [Red] represents pre-rift material,
[Yellow] syn-rift sediment, [Green] and [Blue] post-rift sedimentation,
separated by the Oligocene unconformity. Interpreted large-scale listric faults
are shown with black dotted lines. Abbreviations: [WB] Water Bottom, [SB]
Sequence Boundary, [UC] Unconformity. Location shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 8: Undisclosed seismic line south of Profile B. We highlight a high-amplitude,
seaward-dipping reflector as part of the syn-rift section. Above the highly
reflective package is the top Albian unconformity (light blue) and below is the
faulted Aptian – Albian unconformity (dark red).
Figure 9: Depth converted Profile C. Both uninterpreted and interpreted sections are
provided. Key horizons have been shown. [Red] represents pre-rift material,
[Yellow] syn-rift sediment, [Green] and [Blue] post-rift sedimentation,
separated by the Oligocene unconformity. Interpreted large-scale listric faults
are shown with black dotted lines. Abbreviations: [COB] Continent-Ocean
Boundary, [COT] Continent-Ocean Transition, [SCC] Stretched Continental
Crust, [WB] Water Bottom, [SB] Sequence Boundary, [UC] Unconformity.
Location shown in Figure 4.
Figure 10: Depth converted Profile D. Both uninterpreted and interpreted sections are
provided. Key horizons have been shown. [Red] represents pre-rift material,
[Yellow] syn-rift sediment, [Green] and [Blue] post-rift sedimentation,
separated by the Oligocene unconformity. Interpreted large-scale listric faults
are shown with black dotted lines. Abbreviations: [COB] Continent-Ocean
Boundary, [COT] Continent-Ocean Transition, [SCC] Stretched Continental
Crust, [WB] Water Bottom, [SB] Sequence Boundary, [UC] Unconformity.
Location shown in Figure 4.
Figure 11: Depth converted Profile E. Both uninterpreted and interpreted sections are
provided. Key horizons have been shown. [Red] represents pre-rift material,
[Yellow] syn-rift sediment, [Green] and [Blue] post-rift sedimentation,
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separated by the Oligocene unconformity. Interpreted large-scale listric faults
are shown with black dotted lines. Abbreviations: [COT] Continent-Ocean
Transition, [SCC] Stretched Continental Crust, [WB] Water Bottom, [SB]
Sequence Boundary, [UC] Unconformity. Location shown in Figure 4.
Figure 12: Simplified diagram from Chapman and Williams (1984), illustrating the
‘maximum displacement’ method. With the interpretation that listric faults sole
into a décollement at depth, offset can be summed and applied in a horizontal
plane. Abbreviations: [ROU] Rift-Onset Unconformity, [BUU] Break-up
Unconformity.
Figure 13: Oceanic crust map with interpreted ages based on Euler Pole location and
suggested Albian crust just off the Guinea Plateau. Red line represents the
continent-ocean boundary based on 2-D seismic data. Orange line represents the
paleo-continent-ocean boundary based on calculated extension.
Figure 14: 112 Ma reconstruction using GPlates software of the Moulin et al. (2010) prerift separation, with paleo-continent-ocean boundaries. The orange line
represents the Guinean paleo-continent-ocean boundary and the dashed red line
represents the Demerara paleo-continent-ocean boundary. Forty to 60 km of
overlap exists between the two boundaries.
Figure 15: Forward modeling results using GPlates software. Results for the 110.2,
110.0, 109.8, 109.6 and 109 Ma plate reconstruction are shown. In all models,
the orange line represents the Guinean paleo-continent-ocean boundary and the
dashed red line represents the Demerara paleo-continent-ocean boundary. The
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area of each overlap or underlap is highlighted and summed. Results are plotted
on the graph, where 109.8 Ma provides the least error.
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Note

Profile A

Profile B

Profile C

Profile D

Profile E

Distance from South
(km)
0
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
31
35
38
42
45
49
56
59
63
66
70
73
77
80
84
87
91
94
98
101
105
108
112
115
119
122
126
130
134
138
142
146
201
208
215
222
229
236
243
250
322
331
340
349
358
367

Length of Profile
(km)
70
74
76
76
79
90
50
94
72
69
75
94
86
150
76
86
100
90
103
93
105
105
108
107
140
108
117
104
110
112
118
96
192
116
120
128
104
230
100
70
114
73
70
74
77
80
79
94
145
60
57
104
128
95

Length of CS Sampled
(km)
27
28
37
47
50
54
47
49
47
39
50
50
51
44
35
45
42
41
42
42
42
42
45
43
38
43
37
36
27
23
26
44
44
41
40
45
45
41
39
40
42
7
11
24
27
26
22
11
20
10
11
7
15
12

Table 1

Extension
(m)
3,225
4,900
5,150
4,225
3,825
3,650
4,675
7,550
7,650
6,825
11,150
13,950
12,475
10,150
8,700
9,050
4,875
4,450
2,830
3,550
4,375
2,525
2,575
3,550
2,175
3,300
2,400
1,900
1,225
1,025
850
825
850
825
1,025
525
475
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,125
1,550
1,950
1,850
0
0
2,025
1,950
1,475
1,200
800

Beta
1.14
1.21
1.16
1.10
1.08
1.07
1.11
1.18
1.19
1.21
1.29
1.39
1.32
1.30
1.33
1.25
1.13
1.12
1.07
1.09
1.12
1.06
1.06
1.09
1.06
1.08
1.07
1.06
1.05
1.05
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.05
1.06
1.08
1.09
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.22
1.27
1.09
1.07
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APPENDIX C: UNDERSTANDING THE OPENING OF THE EQUATORIAL
ATLANTIC SEAWAY AND THE 108 – 90 MA DISTRIBUTION OF ORGANICRICH SEDIMENTARY ROCKS FROM OCEANIC FLOW MODELS
Russ Edge, Joellen Russell, Paul Goodman and Roy Johnson
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Abstract
We use the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) to model Mid Cretaceous
equatorial Atlantic surface flows using revised paleo-reconstructions and interpreted
paleo-bathymetry based on new, more detailed 2-D and 3-D seismic reflection data from
the Guinea Plateau. Two models were performed at 108 and 90 Ma to coincide with
regional oceanic anoxic events that deposited organic-rich rocks across both the
equatorial African and South American margins (Tissot et al., 1980). The model was
constructed to predict zones of upwelling between -2˚ and 10˚N latitude, with such zones
being one of the primary factors in 1) preventing the decomposition of organic-rich
matter (Suess et al., 1987; Tyson, 2008) and 2) providing further organic material to a
margin (Parrish, 1987). The 108-Ma sea-surface simulation predicts upwelling
throughout the narrow equatorial seaway, while the 90 Ma simulation shows a zone of
upwelling along West Africa and downwelling off the South American margin. Our
modeled results provide a more detailed examination of the equatorial Atlantic than a
previous wind-driven model of the full Atlantic basin by Handoh et al. (2003). We
compare upwelling zones at 108 and 90 Ma to known commercial petroleum successes in
order to assess linkages to deposition of organic-rich sedimentary rocks. However, such
linkages are affected by many geologic and oceanographic factors and probably do not
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provide a definitive correlation, but rather provide an indication that modeled results are
consistent with organic productivity and preservation. In this context, a reasonable
correlation exists on the African equatorial margin, where known oil reservoirs are within
a zone of modeled upwelling. On the South American equatorial margin, little petroleum
exploration has occurred; a successful exploration well is situated within a zone modeled
as having an upwelling zone during initial seaway development, but a downwelling zone
at the Cenomanian – Turonian boundary. It is currently unclear, from published
geochemical analyses, which source rock generates the primary source of oil in this
reservoir. Overall, further exploration along the margin and the release of currently
confidential well data is required in order to fully test and strengthen this potential
correlation.

1. Introduction
1.1 Significance of Study
The conjugate Guinea and Demerara Plateaus, situated on opposite sides of the
equatorial Atlantic, represent the final point of separation between Africa and South
America during Early Cretaceous rifting to form the equatorial Atlantic and South
Atlantic Oceans (Figure 1). During the Mid-Cretaceous, atmospheric circulation and an
evolving climate drove sea-surface flows through the developing equatorial seaway. With
recent commercial petroleum exploration along the equatorial margins, it has become
important to predict zones of organic-rich ‘black-shale’ rocks that have been encountered
across this region (Jones et al., 2007). Previous full-scale Atlantic models by Handoh et
al. (2003) do not have the required resolution to provide clear evidence of zones of
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upwelling and downwelling throughout the equatorial Atlantic. We provide new and
detailed sea-surface flow models using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS)
that use revised plate reconstructions (Edge and Johnson, Submitted) to predict zones of
bottom-water upwelling and downwelling along the African and South American
conjugate margins. Upwelling or downwelling zones along a continental margin are
interpreted to be the most crucial factor in the preservation of organic-rich sedimentary
rocks (Tyson, 1987; Parrish, 1995).
This new flow model is the first to be applied in such detail to the developing
Mid-Cretaceous seaway. With an improved understanding of the paleo-locations of the
conjugate continental margins, we model hypothesised paleo-bathymetries of the seaway
by using present-day North-Atlantic-Basin bathymetric data and bathymetric profiles
across the Red Sea, an analogous, present-day example of an evolving seaway. As a
means to examine the results of the flow model, we compare locations of commercially
successful and unsuccessful petroleum reservoirs to modeled zones of upwelling.

1.2 Significance of Upwelling
A relationship between areas of upwelling and locations of organic-rich
sedimentary rocks was first interpreted by Trask (1932). Parrish (1987) tested this
relationship and concluded that as much as half of all global organic-rich sedimentary
rocks were deposited within upwelling zones despite coastal upwelling zones
representing only 0.1% of the total ocean surface area. A strong correlation with
upwelling of bottom-waters along continental margins is a key factor in reducing rates of
oxygen exposure of continentally derived shales (Suess et al., 1987; Tyson, 2008). With
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this reduced availability of oxygen, decreased rates of decomposition allow for the
preservation of organic-rich sedimentary rocks (Parrish, 1987; Handoh et al., 1999;
Handoh et al., 2003). Furthermore, upwelling increases primary productivity on
continental margins with the flow of organic-rich bottom-water. This upwelling can also
provide an additional supply of organic matter to the sedimentary rocks (Parrish, 1987;
Sarhan et al., 2000).

1.3 Geologic Overview
Using newly acquired geophysical datasets, provided by Hyperdynamics
Corporation, we image a regional angular unconformity in both 2-D and 3-D seismic
datasets across the Guinea Plateau from the onset of South Atlantic rifting (Aptian –
Albian boundary, ~112 Ma). Similar unconformities observed on margins globally are
interpreted as a response to rifting. This led Franke (2012) to classify these stratigraphic
relationships as ‘rift-onset unconformities’. These unconformities are interpreted to result
from hotter-than-usual asthenosphere beneath the rift zone that uplifts both mantle and
crust (Falvey, 1974). Consequently, we hypothesise that the conjugate Guinea and
Demerara Plateaus were uplifted and largely sub-aerial at the time of initial equatorial
Atlantic formation. Another unconformity is interpreted at the Albian – Cenomanian
boundary (~ 98 Ma).
Kilometer-scale listric normal faults are imaged using 2-D and 3-D seismic
surveys on the Guinean continental slope. These faults are interpreted to have been active
during the Early Cretaceous as the sub-aerial conjugate plateaus rifted apart. We interpret
pre-rift (> 112 Ma) continental crust to be significantly down-dropped within the hanging
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walls of these listric normal faults (Appendix B). Consequently, in this zone of intense
mechanical rifting, we infer that a very shallow equatorial seaway developed just prior to
initial formation of oceanic crust (110 Ma). A deep-water connection (> 500 m deep
along the whole seaway) was likely established only when rifting had progressed
significantly and oceanic crust was emplaced along the whole length of the Guinean
margin.
During the onset of oceanic crust formation and deepening of parts of the seaway
(Early Albian, ~108 Ma), regional organic-rich shales were deposited throughout the
equatorial Atlantic as part of an oceanic anoxic event (Poulsen et al., 2001; MacGregor
et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2007). Thin deposits (46 m) of this organic-rich shale were
drilled near the Guinean continental slope above the Aptian – Albian rift-onset
unconformity in the GU-2B-1 well. The only well to provide lithological data on the
Guinean margin, GU-2B-1, encounters dark grey claystones throughout this interval.
Elsewhere, organic-rich-shale thicknesses are interpreted to be ~200 m in the
progressively deepening North America basin (ODP 367; Jones et al., 2007). A final
Cretaceous (Cenomanian – Turonian, 90 Ma) Oceanic Anoxic Event is interpreted when
both shallow and deep-water circulation in the equatorial seaway was established.
Organic-rich shales, interpreted to be the same age as the second Oceanic Anoxic Event
(90 Ma) (Forster et al., 2007) were deposited regionally from the South Atlantic to the
North Atlantic (Tissot et al., 1980). These shales are encountered in the GU-2B-1 well,
with an estimated thickness of 41 m and a total organic carbon (TOC) value of 2.44%.
For both Cretaceous Oceanic Anoxic Events, Hardoh et al. (2003) interpret that the
organic-rich shales were deposited within a short geologic timeframe (0.5 – 2 Ma).
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Early Albian (108 Ma) shales are interpreted to have been deposited and buried
by younger syn-rift sedimentary rocks. As part of the syn-rift package, Albian and later
post-rift Cenomanian high-porosity sandstones were deposited stratigraphically higher
and act as potential reservoirs in the petroleum system. We interpret the younger
Cenomanian – Turonian (90 Ma) organic-rich shales were deposited with other post-rift
sedimentary rocks. Santonian and Campanian high-porosity sandstones act as reservoirs
to a stratigraphically higher petroleum system (MacGregor et al., 2003). Recent
commercial petroleum exploration success along the Gulf of Guinea and more recently
the equatorial West African Coastal margin (USGS, 2011) provides us with a means to
compare our sea-surface flow model. With well-preserved organic-rich sedimentary rocks
required as part of a functioning petroleum system, these rocks are of high interest to
petroleum exploration companies along both the equatorial African and South American
margins.

1.4 Atmospheric and Oceanic Overview
An accurate estimate of the Mid-Cretaceous paleo-climate of the equatorial
Atlantic is necessary for the regional ocean model. Major influences to the model input
include predominant wind direction and strength, humidity, and ocean-surface
temperature. Multiple Cretaceous atmospheric models (e.g., Hay, 2008; Hay and Floegel,
2012) interpret a complex global circulation pattern. The only strong and constant
atmospheric circulations interpreted by Hay (2008) are the equatorial easterlies, which
flow between -10˚ and 10˚ N. These strong easterly winds are used in our regional model
and result in equatorial sea-surface flow in the evolving Atlantic Ocean.
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Despite relatively constant atmospheric circulation, the aridity of the equatorial
region evolved throughout the Cretaceous. Prior to continental rifting of the equatorial
Atlantic (Aptian, > 112 Ma) (Figure 1), the Gondwana supercontinent provided very little
moisture to the circulating winds (Fluteau et al., 2001). This resulted in a hot and arid
tropical-equatorial belt (Hay and Floegel, 2012). Hay and Floegel (2012) argued that
with the evolution of the equatorial seaway (Albian, 112 – 98 Ma), newly available
moisture created a narrow (10 - 15˚ latitude in width) equatorial humid zone centered
along the equator, which expanded throughout the Cenomanian (98 – 93 Ma). Seasurface temperatures from the Cenomanian and Cenomanian – Turonian boundary (~93
Ma) have been interpreted based on the organic paleothermometer, TEX86, and δ18O of
well-preserved foraminifera and stable carbon isotopes (Forster et al., 2007).
Foraminifera were collected from black shales by the Ocean Drilling Program, with wells
located on the Demerara Plateau and offshore Senegal (ODP sites 1260 and 367,
respectively). The two proxies (TEX86 and δ18O) suggest a late Cenomanian sea-surface
temperature of ≥ 33˚C, increasing to ~35-36˚C at the Cenomanian – Turonian boundary
and the onset of a regional Oceanic Anoxic Event (Forster et al., 2007). However,
uncertainties are known to exist in the calibration of this method (Bornemann et al.,
2007), and so we allow for a greater temperature range when constructing our model.
Forced by atmospheric circulation, the upper-mixing-layer of the ocean (~300 m
thick) can flow either towards or away from a continental margin. With sea-surface flow
away from a continental margin, deeper bottom-waters must flow upwards and replace
the flowing surface-waters. This bottom-water flow creates an upwelling zone along the
continental margin. The opposite circumstance in which surface flow is towards a
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margin, results in downwelling of the ‘excess’ surface water (Handoh et al., 1999).
Sedimentary rocks deposited on the sea-bed in a downwelling zone are interpreted to be
within an oxygenated environment, while sedimentary rocks in an upwelling zone are
interpreted to be deposited in an anoxic environment (Parrish, 1987). Bottom-water
oxygenation and consequently, sea-surface circulation, is the key control to marine
organic-rich sedimentary rocks (Tyson 1987; Parrish, 1995). Aerobic bottom conditions
result in highly degraded organic matter and produce organically lean sedimentary rocks
(0 – 3 %) of total organic carbon (TOC). Anoxic environments result in high TOC values
(> 3 %) by increasing productivity and preserving organic matter and support formation
of classic ‘black-shale’ source rocks (Tyson, 1987; Tyson, 2008).

1.5 Previous Atlantic Flow Model
Previous oceanic flow models have been employed to predict Cretaceous paleocurrents through both the North and South Atlantic Oceans. We use a similar
methodology to that used by Handoh et al. (2003), but with a more regional focus, our
model provides more resolution when examining upwelling zones in the equatorial
Atlantic at the Cenomanian – Turonian boundary. Handoh et al. (2003) generated a 1.5layer ocean model, which was constructed with an active upper-mixing layer (~300 m
thickness) forced by wind, and a deeper, passive layer that responded to movements of
the upper-mixing layer. In their model, the ~14⁰C thermocline represented the base of the
upper-mixing layer. Deviations from the initial 300 m upper-mixing-layer thickness and
depth of the thermocline suggest zones of either upwelling or downwelling. In upwelling
zones, the thermocline is shallower from colder, deeper water elevating the boundary.
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However, results from Handoh et al. (2003) of upwelling across the shallow equatorial
Atlantic are somewhat inconclusive. Despite relatively strong equatorial easterlies
throughout the Late Cretaceous, no upwelling is predicted along the West African
coastline. Downwelling is predicted along the NE Brazilian coastline, but this does not
extend north to the Demerara Plateau.
Results from the Handoh et al. (2003) model through the equatorial Atlantic are
likely affected by spatial (0.25⁰ x 0.25⁰) and temporal (20 minute) resolutions that are too
coarse for examining this relatively narrow seaway. Furthermore, continental coastlines
were sampled at ~5⁰ in latitude and longitude, and at the more regional scale of the
equatorial Atlantic, the edges of the oceanic model are fairly blocky. This blockiness
creates inaccurate boundaries to the flow model, which affect the location of upwelling
zones along the equatorial seaway.

2. Model & Geologic Parameters
We test oceanic flow models using paleo-bathymetric and paleo-reconstruction
data for 108 and 90 Ma (Figures 2 and 3). These ages were chosen to coincide with
regional oceanic anoxic events that deposited wide-spread, organic-rich shales along the
conjugate margins of the equatorial Atlantic. By comparing the two flow models, we
provide discussion on how sea-surface flow and the equatorial seaway evolved through
time.
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2.1 Model Parameters
The Regional Oceanic Modeling System (ROMS) (Haidvogel et al., 2000) is
employed across the equatorial Atlantic (-2˚ to 10˚ N) with a free sea-surface that permits
oceanic flow to be forced by wind-induced stresses, heat and humidity functions. The
ROMS uses horizontal curvilinear coordinates and a terrain-following S-coordinate
system (Shchepetkin and Williams, 2005) that allows for higher resolution at the seasurface, along the relatively shallow continental margins. Vertically, we construct a
standard 30-layer model. A model with fewer layers would fail to capture the circulation
dynamics of the evolving seaway to a sufficient resolution. Increasing the number of
layers has little further effect on resolution, but can significantly increase computational
processing times.
We construct specific conditions for the ‘open’ north and south edges of the
regional equatorial model. The model allows surface-flow in and out at these locations,
but does not allow for the mass transfer of deep-sea flow from either the north or south.
Currently, there is limited data on actual Mid-Cretaceous deep-sea flow direction or
magnitude (Handoh et al., 2003; MacLeod et al., 2008), so our model does not assume
one, instead focusing on sea-surface flow and upwelling along shallow continental
margins. Surface forcing functions use paleoclimatological data that provide the most
accurate Mid-Cretaceous atmospheric conditions. The main driving force, the equatorial
easterlies, are used to calculate sea-surface flow velocities and direction. Other factors,
such as humidity and sea-surface temperature determine rates of evaporation and the
salinity of the upper-mixing layer. These parameters have implications for stratification
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and vertical mixing of the flow model. The model was built with a horizontal resolution
of 0.2˚ by 0.2˚, a temporal frequency of 5 minutes and was run over 10-year periods.
Similar to the Handoh et al. (2003) model, we predict upwelling and downwelling
zones from the relative increase or decrease in the thickness of the mixing-layer, or depth
to the base of the thermocline (i.e., 300 m, ~12⁰ for this study). The thermocline is a thin,
but distinct, ocean layer in which temperature changes rapidly with increasing depth due
to the separation of the upper-mixing-layer and the deeper, calmer waters below. Changes
in the depth of the thermocline are directly correlated to the amount of upwelling or
downwelling along a margin. Relatively large deviations from the original 300-m mixinglayer thickness suggest a greater strength to the upwelling or downwelling. This approach
allows us to compare our findings to previous results, while still comparing the model to
known areas of petroleum reservoirs.

2.2 Geologic Parameters
As explained in detail in Appendix A, we interpret from paleo-reconstructions at
108 Ma that the equatorial seaway had oceanic crust along the margins at, and south of,
the equator (Figure 2). Northwards, at the southern Guinean margin (5˚N latitude, -18˚E
longitude), oceanic crustal widths decrease from 20 km to 1 – 2 km just south of the
newly forming Guinea Fracture Zone. Here, we interpret that continental crust was still
being extended and had not been sufficiently thinned to allow for the formation of
oceanic crust. To provide an accurate paleo-bathymetry, we use present-day examples
from the Red Sea, a similarly evolving seaway that separates the African plate and the
Arabian Peninsula. Through geophysical analysis, the Red Sea is interpreted to have ~5-
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Ma-old oceanic crust in the south, near the Gulf of Aden (Cochran and Karner, 2007).
Similar to the southern Guinean margin at 108 Ma, the northern Red Sea is interpreted to
have experienced insufficient thinning to fully breach the continental lithosphere and
form oceanic crust (Bosworth et al., 2005). We scale Red Sea bathymetric profiles
(Cochran and Karner, 2007) to the evolving 108-Ma-old equatorial seaway between
Africa and South America. Where the paleo-reconstruction suggests oceanic crust (-1˚N,
-15˚E) we hypothesise water depths of 1200 m, which is slightly shallower than with the
interpreted older oceanic crust of the Red Sea (~1500 m) (Cochran and Karner, 2007).
Near the Guinea Fracture Zone, depths were significantly shallower (500 m) and likely
provided a deep-water barrier to circulation (Bonatti et al., 1994).
North of the Guinea Fracture Zone, we interpret a much older (~40 Ma) and
deeper (2500 – 4000 m) North Atlantic basin. We used present-day, high-resolution
North Atlantic bathymetric data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) to provide an accurate paleo-bathymetry for the flow model. By
‘locking’ the coordinates of the present-day North Atlantic bathymetry to the West
African plate, we used the paleo-reconstruction to both translate and rotate the data back
to a 108 Ma reconstruction. With this transformation, we provided new paleo-latitude and
longitude coordinates for the North Atlantic, which maintain their relative position to the
equatorial West African margin. With ~145 Ma of thermal subsidence of the present-day
oceanic crust, the paleo-bathymetric data (with only ~37 Ma of thermal subsidence)
required a bulk-shift decrease in water depth. We calculated this shift by using published
subsidence curves of the South Atlantic basin (Hayes, 1988). Data points were
interpolated and smoothed to create a 0.1˚ by 0.1˚ bathymetric grid.
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Paleo-reconstructions at 90 Ma show that the equatorial seaway was up to 1100
km wide (Figure 3) and fully-circulating with a completely connected ridge-transformridge system (Appendix A). South of 4˚N latitude, the ridges have bathymetries of 2000 –
2200 m. Ridges between 4˚N and 6˚N have inferred depths of < 2000 m, elevated by the
initial formation of the Sierra Leone Rise, which is interpreted to have formed at the
paleo-mid-ocean-ridge between 90 – 80 Ma (Kumar, 1979). Away from the Mid Atlantic
Ridge, the equatorial seaway reaches a maximum depth of ~2800 m (2.5˚N, -19˚E) and
has been modeled using the present-day Guinean margin bathymetry. We do not use
present-day bathymetric data from the Demerara margin due to the later (Cenozoic)
deposition of the Amazon sedimentary fan that masks the deeper-ocean bathymetric data.
Consequently, to provide the most accurate data to our 90 Ma model, we used data from
the Guinea margin and mirrored the bathymetry for the Demerara margin. A similar
methodology to the one calculated in the 108 Ma model (previous paragraph) was then
used to transform present-day bathymetric data to 90 Ma coordinates with shallower
depths resulting from less thermal subsidence.

3. ROMS Upwelling Results
3.1 108-Ma Results
During initial rifting (~108 Ma), our model predicts upwelling along the entire,
newly developed, equatorial seaway (Figure 4) as the result of sea-surface flow forced
out into the North Atlantic Ocean by the equatorial easterlies. Here, the original 300-m
thermocline (~12⁰C) is elevated to modeled depths of 280 – 298 m indicating relatively
strong to fairly weak upwelling. At the boundary between the equatorial seaway and the
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deeper North Atlantic basin, no upwelling or downwelling is predicted (300-m
thermocline is stable), with upwelling strengthening further south along the equatorial
seaway (280 m south of the equator). Along the Guinean margin, we predict moderate
upwelling, with a 292 to 296-m modeled thermocline depth. A narrow zone of upwelling
is predicted to extend along the African coastline in the North Atlantic, with the
thermocline modeled between 298 and 292 m. While the eastern margin of the Demerara
Plateau is a zone of modeled upwelling, the western edge and the Suriname and Guyana
coastlines are predicted to be zones of stasis or downwelling (300 – 308 m). In the North
Atlantic, the model sets up a series of strong upwelling and downwelling zones that are
the result of sea-surface eddies, likely an edge effect caused by the interaction with the
open northern boundary of the regional model.

3.2 90-Ma Results
Our 90-Ma model results suggest that along the African margin, the sea-surface
flow is predominantly to the west – northwest with some flow to the north (Figure 5).
Therefore, along most of the equatorial African margin the flow is either parallel to, or
away from, the Liberian and Sierra Leone coastlines. This direction, coupled with the
relatively fast sea-surface flow, creates a strong upwelling zone along most of the
coastline (~290-m thermocline depth; Figure 6). However, the shape of the African
coastline greatly affects this general relationship with sea-surface flow direction; this is
most noticeable where the northern Guinea Plateau extends out into the equatorial seaway
(Figure 6). Here, with a similar sea-surface flow to the northwest, waters are observed to
flow more towards the continental margin. Consequently, we model the thermocline at a
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depth of 300 – 302 m, interpreting it to be a zone of minimal net flow to slight
downwelling.
Along the South American margin, sea-surface flow is to the south – southwest.
Consequently, flow is either parallel to, or towards the South American coastline. Results
suggest a resultant zone of downwelling, with a thermocline depth of 300 – 306 m along
the northern Brazilian coastline. The strongest downwelling zone (306- to 310-m
thermocline depth) is interpreted at the southeastern point of the Demerara Plateau (3˚N, 24.5˚E), where there is a significant change in the coastline orientation, resulting in all
flow being directed toward the margin. Similar to the 108-Ma model, eddies circulate in
the North Atlantic basin, creating zones of upwelling and downwelling away from the
continental margins. Again, we attribute these eddies to interactions with the northern
boundary of the regional ocean model.

4. Discussion
As predicted with the relatively strong equatorial easterlies, sea-surface flow is
calculated on a first-order to flow away from the African coastline either through the
equatorial seaway (108 Ma) or towards the South American coastline (90 Ma). During
the Early Albian anoxic event (Jones et al., 2007) upwelling is predicted along the entire
African margin and along the South American margin that is actively undergoing rifting.
By 90 Ma and the Cenomanian – Turonian anoxic event (Tissot et al., 1980), coastal
margins experienced significantly less upwelling, with the only upwelling zone on the
Liberian and Sierra Leone margins of West Africa.
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Our model predicts noteworthy differences in upwelling and downwelling zones
from the Cenomanian – Turonian paleo-circulation model calculated by Handoh et al.
(2003). Most noticeably, we predict a strong zone of upwelling along the West African
coastline as a result of strong equatorial easterlies, while Handoh et al. (2003) do not.
Additionally, downwelling in their model is restricted to north-east Brazil, located at the
southern edge of our model. While we suggest a similar magnitude of downwelling (300to 310-m thermocline depth) along the Brazilian coastline, our model also indicates
downwelling across the entire equatorial South American margin (Figure 6). In contrast,
results from the Handoh et al. (2003) model predicted no significant upwelling or
downwelling across the rest of the equatorial South American margin.
Multiple wells have been drilled and commercially successful petroleum
discoveries have been made on the African margin (Figures 4 and 6). Offshore Liberia
and Sierra Leone have, at present, four established commercial reservoirs. All four of
these reservoirs are in a zone of strong Cretaceous upwelling that is predicted by both the
108 and 90 Ma flow simulations. However, two wells drilled on the Liberian margin in
2011 and 2013 failed to discover commercial volumes of oil, but are also within
interpreted Cretaceous upwelling zones. A possible explanation, of course, is that highquality source rocks are not the only necessary component to a petroleum system; a “dry”
or non-commercial well may instead be the result of misinterpretations of structural or
stratigraphic relations, failed oil migration pathways, or a lack of a structural trap or seal
to a reservoir. Therefore, ‘null’ findings are unlikely to be just located in areas of
downwelling.
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The most recent well drilled on the Guinean margin only had oil shows
(Hyperdynamics unpublished data), and is within a zone of upwelling at 108 Ma, but
downwelling at 90 Ma. Organic carbon values of 2.44% are recorded nearby in the GU2B-1 well, which penetrated Mid-Cretaceous black shales. With no geochemical analysis
having been performed on the oil shows in the GU-2B-1 well, it is unclear whether the
organic material migrated from the 108 Ma or the 90 Ma organic-rich sedimentary rocks
known to have been deposited along the margin.
On the South American equatorial margin only one well has been drilled, located
off the French Guyana coastline. This well encountered commercial volumes of oil in the
Zaedyus reservoir, which is located in a zone of predicted upwelling at 108 Ma, but
predicted downwelling at 90 Ma. Black shales, characteristic of oceanic anoxic events
including the episodes at 108 and 90Ma, are interpreted through geochemical analyses to
be the primary source rock to the French Guyana ‘Zaedyus’ reservoir (Mello et al., 2013).
However, while both the 108- and 90-Ma organic-rich sedimentary rocks are interpreted
to generate oil to the Zaedyus reservoir, it is unknown whether one is a more dominant
contributor. No other wells have been drilled along the South American equatorial
margin, where downwelling zones are predicted to have been dominant once the
equatorial seaway was fully developed.
Overall, it is difficult to determine whether a correlation exists between modeled
zones of upwelling and recent petroleum successes along the equatorial margins. On the
African margin, all currently successful wells have been drilled in zones of predicted
upwelling for both the 108 and 90 Ma simulations, whereas on the South American
margin, one successful well has been drilled in a 108-Ma zone of predicted upwelling.
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Such a link naturally is affected by many other geologic factors, and therefore, comparing
upwelling to the location of successful reservoirs is not a definitive diagnostic, but simply
suggests modeling results are reasonable. The release of production data would further
constrain whether a correlation does, or does not exist.

5. Conclusions
Preservation of organic matter located on the water-bottom is strongly correlated
to the amount of oxygen exposure the sedimentary rocks receive (Caplan and Bustin,
1999; Tyson 2005). An anoxic environment is primarily controlled by the presence of
upwelling zones along coastal margins (Tyson 2005). We model these upwelling zones
by putting forward a new equatorial oceanic surface-flow model based on improved plate
reconstructions and new estimates of the paleo-bathymetry. We apply Mid-Cretaceous
atmospheric circulation and an inferred paleo-climate to determine both the magnitude
and direction of surface flow at both 108 and 90 Ma, during periods of organic-rich shale
deposition. At 108 Ma, the model predicts upwelling throughout the equatorial seaway
and along the North African margin in the North Atlantic. Results from 90 Ma show the
African margin to be predominantly a zone of upwelling of deep-sea waters.
Downwelling of deep-sea waters appear dominant on the conjugate South American
margin. Our model predicts a strong zone of upwelling along the African margin at 108
and 90 Ma, and a zone of downwelling along the whole equatorial South American
continental margin at 90 Ma.
Correlation between commercial petroleum successes and upwelling zones appear
relatively strong along the African margin. However, many caveats with using this
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method to compare the model remain. Firstly, a zone of upwelling and, therefore, the
preservation of an organic-rich source rock might not result in a reservoir. Other factors,
such as migration pathways, trap seals and open faults, can affect the chances of a
successful petroleum system. On the South American equatorial margin, very limited
exploration has only provided us with one data point. This well drilled a viable reservoir
in a zone of upwelling during initial seaway formation (108 Ma), but later downwelling
with the establishment of a deep-water connection by 90 Ma. If the primary source rock
to the petroleum reservoir was the deeper of the two possibilities (108 Ma) (Mello et al.,
2013), then a correlation could also exist between upwelling and petroleum successes on
the South American margin.
With ongoing commercial drilling on both the African and South American
margins, future wells will be able to further constrain a potential correlation. The
eventual release of sensitive well data, such as organic carbon values and sources, would
provide a means of directly testing organic-richness to modeled zones of upwelling and
downwelling.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: 110 Ma (Early Albian) pre-rift fit of the equatorial Atlantic based on the plate
reconstruction by Edge and Johnson (2013). Black lines represent inferred microplates within the continents, which accommodate intra-plate deformation. Dashed
white lines approximate the extent of oceanic crust. Outlines for the conjugate
Guinea and Demerara Plateaus shown. Dashed box highlights the regional extent
of oceanic flow modeling and, broadly, to the scope of conducted research.
Figure 2: 108 Ma paleo-bathymetric reconstruction of the developing equatorial seaway.
Green colors show sub-aerial conditions on the conjugate plateaus and the
continental shelf. Colder colors represent an increase in water depth. Contours
show the bathymetry in meters.
Figure 3: 90 Ma paleo-bathymetric reconstruction of the equatorial Atlantic. Green colors
show sub-aerial conditions on the conjugate plateaus and the continental shelf.
Colder colors represent an increase in water depth. Contours show the bathymetry
in meters.
Figure 4: 108 Ma modeled upwelling results. Grey mask represents the continents of
Africa and South America. Cooler colours show where the thermocline has been
raised due to deeper water upwelling, while warmer colours show areas of
downwelling. The modeled depth of the thermocline layer is contoured.
Successful (green) and dry (white) wells plotted. Data from African Petroleum,
Chevron, Anadarko and Hyperdynamics.
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Figure 5: 90 Ma sea-surface flow model results. Arrow heads show direction and lengths
show velocity of flow. Scale arrow shows a 10 cm/s flow. Hotter colors represent
areas of increased water column height (in cm).
Figure 6: 90 Ma modeled upwelling results. Grey mask represents the continents of
Africa and South America. Cooler colours show where the thermocline has been
raised due to deeper water upwelling, while warmer colours show areas of
downwelling. The modeled depth of the thermocline layer is contoured.
Successful (green) and dry (white) wells plotted. Data from African Petroleum,
Chevron, Anadarko and Hyperdynamics.
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APPENDIX D: 2-D DEPTH-CONVERTED SEISMIC PROFILES*

BOS09-058A
BOS09-018A
BOS09-028A
BOS09-029A
BOS09-035B
BOS09-037A
BOS09-010M
BOS09-065A
BOS09-077M
BOS09-080A
BOS09-082A
BOS09-083A
BOS09-086A
BOS09-088A
BOS09-114A
BOS09-116A
BOS09-117A
BOS09-056A
BOS09-060B
BOS09-002A
BOS09-067A
BOS09-048A
BOS09-041A
BOS09-073A
BOS09-081A
BOS09-076A
BOS09-087A
BOS09-089A

BOS09-078A
BOS09-115A
BOS09-079A
BOS09-064A
BOS09-118A
BOS09-119A
BOS09-120A
BOS09-121A
BOS09-139A
BOS09-033A
BOS09-038A
BOS09-155A
BOS09-157A
BOS09-084A
BOS09-085A
BOS09-031A
BOS09-050A
BOS09-074A
BOS09-040M
BOS09-043A
BOS09-039A
BOS09-105A
BOS09-059B
BOS09-062B
BOS09-054A
BOS09-057A
BOS09-049A
BOS09-061A

BOS09-052A
BOS09-066M
BOS09-071A
BOS09-100A
BOS09-102A
BOS09-104A
BOS09-053A
BOS09-107A
BOS09-111A
BOS09-123A
BOS09-103A
BOS09-068A
BOS09-055A
BOS09-105B
BOS09-106A
BOS09-108A
BOS09-051A
BOS09-110A
BOS09-063A
BOS09-112A
BOS09-113A
BOS09-122M
BOS09-101A
BOS09-124M
BOS09-125A
BOS09-047M
BOS09-042M

*Proprietary data for line locations and velocity functions for each profile on file with Dr.
Roy A. Johnson
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APPENDIX E: IMPORTANT IHSTM KINGDOM FILES*
Seismic Horizon & Grid Files of Interest:
Name
098_Albian_2D_Russ
2-D Albian Depth
2D_Aptian_Depth
Aptian_110_Initial
BD_130_Neocomian
BD_145_Jurassic
Below the Jurassic
Growth Strata (BK) - Lower Albian 001
Oceanic Crust rde2
Onlapping Growth Strata (BK)
Top of Faulted Block (BK)
Top of Intrusion (BK)
Antithetic Fault (SA)
AntitheticFault002 (SA)
BD_098_Albian_Grid (SA)
BD_145_Jurassic_Grid (SA)
Below the Jurassic Grid (2D)
Block_Grid004 (SA)
Growth Strata Grid_v2 (BK)
Intrusion Test 2 (BK)
Onlapping Growth Strata_Grid (BK)

Location
S:\rde2\H303200.hzn
S:\rde2\H306066.hzn
S:\rde2\H306561.hzn
S:\rde2\H292201.hzn
S:\rde2\H286405.hzn
S:\rde2\H286406.hzn
S:\rde2\H305790.hzn
S:\rde2\H292546.hzn
S:\rde2\H304600.hzn
S:\rde2\H293300.hzn
S:\rde2\H285700.hzn
S:\rde2\H294300.hzn
S:\rde2\G285705.GRD
S:\rde2\G286307.GRD
S:\rde2\G286407.GRD
S:\rde2\G286409.GRD
S:\rde2\G306002.GRD
S:\rde2\G291902.GRD
S:\rde2\G294001.GRD
S:\rde2\G294602.GRD
S:\rde2\G293601.GRD
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Seismic Fault Files of Interest
Name
Block N 001
Block NE 001
Block NNE 001
Block NNE 002
Block NNE 003
Block NW 001
Block001
Block002
Block003
Block004
Block005
Baraka Fault (BK)
Monocline Fault_Fold
rde2 E-W Fault
rde2_Western Plateau Fault
Rift_Extension_A
Rift_Extension_A2
Rift_Extension_AA
Rift_Extension_B
Rift_Extension_C

* Proprietary data on file with Dr. Roy A. Johnson

Location
S:\rde2\F288001.FLT
S:\rde2\F289500.FLT
S:\rde2\F287800.FLT
S:\rde2\F288000.FLT
S:\rde2\F291900.FLT
S:\rde2\F287801.FLT
S:\rde2\F296600.FLT
S:\rde2\F296601.FLT
S:\rde2\F296602.FLT
S:\rde2\F296603.FLT
S:\rde2\F297000.FLT
S:\rde2\F290400.FLT
S:\rde2\F306418.FLT
S:\rde2\F306500.FLT
S:\rde2\F306542.FLT
S:\rde2\F306200.FLT
S:\rde2\F306462.FLT
S:\rde2\F306521.FLT
S:\rde2\F306426.FLT
S:\rde2\F306480.FLT
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APPENDIX F: IMPORTANT GPLATES FILES*

Name
color_etopo1_ice_low
Global Ocean Age Contour
Global Isochron
Magnetic Reversals
Oceanic Crust Boundary
Current COB Demerara
Paleo Guinea COB
Moulin Plates rde2
Edge Plates
Amazon Plate [Edge]
EarthByte_Rotation_Original
Edge Rotation
Sub Amazon Fracture Zones
Guinea Shelf Outline
Demerara Shelf Outline
FZ Points on Margins
Fracture Zone
Guinea Seismic
Chron 84 Ridge
ARCGIS_Demerara
ARCGIS_Guinea

Location
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Age of Oceanic Crust
R:\Russ\GPlates\Age of Oceanic Crust
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other\Ocean Figure
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates\Rotation
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other\Rotation
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other\Rotation
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other\Rotation
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other
R:\Russ\GPlates\Other

* Proprietary data on file with Dr. Roy A. Johnson

File
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
ROT
ROT
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML
GPML

